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Strengthening Chalmers’ expertise
and excellence in artificial intelligence
Chalmers AI Research Centre aims to achieve a unique and widely recognised expertise at Chalmers
of AI used in research, education and for societal impact.

O

ur society is currently undergoing a technological revo
lution. Spurred by the availability of large datasets,
novel algorithms and increasingly powerful computa
tional resources, artificial intelligence (AI) is becoming a
dominant approach in many research, technical and business
areas; indeed, it is starting to transform the way our society
operates. Chalmers is actively contributing to this trans
formation, through its major involvement in societal challenges
and excellence in research.

By establishing Chalmers AI Research Centre (CHAIR),
Chalmers and the Chalmers Foundation have defined the goal
of significantly excelling in research and education relating to
AI. To achieve this goal, CHAIR aims to strengthen basic AI
research and establish applied research activities in selected
strategic areas. It will also coordinate AI-related activities at
Chalmers and support educational activities, in cooperation
with Chalmers education organisation.

262

219

Chalmers researchers

scientific publications

publishing AI-related publications in 2020

in AI or applied AI, by Chalmers researchers in 2020*

Corresponding numbers in 2019 were 213. Percentage-wise, these
numbers amount to 9.7% of all researchers at Chalmers in 2020.

Corresponding numbers in 2019 were 147. Percentage-wise, these
publications amount to 6.3% of all publications at Chalmers in 2020.

30

27

76

events

projects

researchers

organised
by CHAIR in 2020

funded
by CHAIR active in 2020

involved
in CHAIR projects in 2020

In 2019, 26 events were organised.

In 2019 CHAIR had 7 active projects.

In 2019 there were 40 active researchers
in CHAIR.

*The expected final number of publications in 2020 is about 30% larger than the current number which would lead to 280 publications.

www.chalmers.se/chair
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Centre Director’s summary
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020 was a year marked by covid-19 for most. So also for
CHAIR. Our final physical assembly was the CHAIR
Consortium kick-off meeting, March 10th, 2020. During
spring many activities were postponed, hoping covid-19 would
soon be under control. We gradually realised that we should go
digital whenever possible. In many cases this worked out well,
even above expectations, but it was hard to avoid that some
activities eventually were delayed, as for example recruitments
of PhD students and postdocs.
AI EVENTS
Seminars and workshops were among the activities that func
tioned well digitally. During 2020, CHAIR established three
types of seminars: AI Talks, seminars with distinguished
guests – top AI researchers from all over the world; AI Ethics,
seminars with international, national and Chalmers research
ers giving talks on the topic AI and ethics; and finally CHAIR
Spotlight on AI research, seminars from Chalmers research
ers to Chalmers researchers. In total we had 30 events, semi
nars and workshops, the vast majority of them run remotely. In
May we hosted online "The 32nd annual workshop of the
Swedish Artificial Intelligence Society (SAIS)", with 150 par
ticipants from Sweden. The series of seminars and workshops
were concluded with the CHAIR Annual workshop with 46
presentations from Chalmers researchers active in CHAIR,
the Consortium representatives, and an inspiring keynote “AI
for good”. Most of the workshops and seminars were published
on our YouTube channel.
CHAIR CALLS
In spite of covid-19-related difficulties, the CHAIR Consorti
um continued planning collaborative projects. In April a call
for seed collaboration projects was published, and in June
eight projects were accepted and funded. This call had specific
topics in focus: Advances in handling aspects of real data in
machine learning, and Integration of knowledge- and data dri
ven techniques. In autumn 2020 we prepared a second call,
this time for one- or two-years projects. The call was commu
nicated in three matchmaking workshops at which the resear
chers from Chalmers and experts from the partners’ organisa
tions presented and discussed their ideas for possible projects.
Together with a few of the partners, Chalmers researchers joi
ned forces supported by CHAIR and Areas of Advance ICT
and Health Engineering, to improve societal response to
covid-19. Several projects have started through CHAIR that
later led to collaboration with Swedish regions, especially the
healthcare in the Gothenburg region.
FACETS OF AI
One of the challenging questions for Chalmers and CHAIR is
what kind of AI research is of the highest interest? What AI
research exists at Chalmers, how can it be characterised? To
answer these questions a group of AI researchers from several
departments have identified AI facets, categories and views of
current AI research at Chalmers. The facets of AI@Chalmers
classification presented in this report, has the ambition to pla
ce AI research at Chalmers in groups of similar characteris

CHAIR director Ivica Crnkovic

tics, paradigms, approaches, and main objectives.
GROWING AI RESEARCH
From 2018, AI activities at Chalmers, and at CHAIR have ac
celerated! The number of published papers at Chalmers has
more than doubled (from 95 in 2018 to 219 in 2020, with expec
ted final number more that 280). The same was with Chalmers
researchers; the number of researchers publishing AI-related
papers increased from 128 (5% of all researchers at Chalmers)
in 2018 to 262 in 2020 (almost 10% of all researchers at Chal
mers). Chalmers researchers significantly increased coopera
tion with academic and industrial partners - in 2018 Chalmers
researchers published with 122 external co-authors from 72
organisations, and in 2020 with 355 co-authors from 178 orga
nisations. This shows a clear trend in increasing AI-related
activities.
During 2020, the number of researchers active in CHAIR has
doubled, from 40 in 2019, to 76 in 2020. In 2019 CHAIR star
ted seven projects, while in 2020 there were 27 active projects.
In parallel, Chalmers benefited from other Swedish AI initia
tives, first of all WASP, through which Chalmers enrolled 16
PhD students, three postdocs, and an assistant professor, only
in 2020. Additionally, fully or partially funded, nine PhD stu
dents, and four postdocs have been recruited fully or partially
funded by CHAIR .
THE OPERATIONAL PHASE
During the first two years CHAIR has established its basic
activities - cooperation with industrial partners, and activities
at Chalmers. From 2021 it completes the interim phase and
starts with a new “operational” phase. In the next stage, the
organisation, the governance, and focus on main activities will
be renewed. On the one hand support for cooperation within
Chalmers will be emphasized, and on the other hand utilisa
tion of funding possibilities from numerous external sources
will be prioritised.
We’re looking forward to exciting times and breakthrough
achievements in the coming years!

Ivica Crnkovic, Director, Chalmers AI Research Centre
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Our vision
CHALMERS CONDUCTS
WORLD-CLASS RESEARCH AND
EDUCATION IN AI AND ITS
APPLICATIONS

Goal

Strategy

To achieve a top-level AI excellence in research, educa
tion and innovation, CHAIR will make Chalmers:

To achieve this goal, CHAIR will:
•

strengthen basic AI research,

•

an attractive place for world-class researchers in
AI and AI-related areas;

•

establish applied AI research within selected stra
tegic areas,

•

an attractive educational venue for Swedish and
international students in the area of AI and related
programmes;

•

establish strategic cooperation with industry and
the public sector in the area of applied AI,

•

a natural, attractive cooperation partner for
Swedish and international industry and the public
sector;

•

coordinate AI-related activities at Chalmers,

•

cooperate with Chalmers to support its AI-related
educational activities.

•

a hub of expertise in AI and related areas within
selected research and business domains.

AI ethics research and practice, innovation and a focus
on gender balance, will be integrated in all activities.
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Research directions
Chalmers AI Research Centre (CHAIR) aims to advance the excellence and relevance of AI research at
Chalmers. We do so by focusing on areas where Chalmers is strong, that are essential to Chalmers’
industrial partners and that ties in with societal challenges.
CHAIR focuses on three levels of AI research:

Research into Applied AI is conducted in close cooperation
within the CHAIR consortium.

AI FOUNDATION

Fundamental research in advanced topics in the areas of
machine learning, data science, computer vision, communica
tion, control and processing, and software-based AI solu
tions.
AI-ENABLERS
Research related to the specificity of AI-based systems and
software that makes their development and performance fea
sible, reliable and efficient. This includes AI security and safe
ty, software and AI engineering, and the effective use of data
and computational resources.
APPLIED AI

Elected application domains that use AI. The three initially
prioritised areas are: 1) transport, 2) life science and health
engineering, and 3) automation, IoT and smart networks.

AI research at Chalmers also incorporates three intersecting
subjects. The first such is AI ethics.
Ethics has become an inherent part of AI research due to the
many new questions arising from the nature of AI. These in
clude questions of decision accountability, consequence analy
sis, fairness, bias and privacy.
The second is sustainability. AI is a powerful tool for optimi
sation and novel, sustainable solutions. However, AI is also a
major consumer of resources and, as such, requires new solu
tions for effective consumption of resources and managing
huge volumes of information.
Finally, and more on the research culture level, striving for
gender equality is included in CHAIR as a continuous com
mitment across all our activities and recruitments.

APPLIED AI
Transport

Automation, IoT and
Smart networks

Life Science and
Health Engineering

AI-ENABLERS
AI-based Systems and Software

AI-FOUNDATION
AI/ML/DL Theories, Algorithms, Methods
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Organisation and management
CHAIR is a virtual organisation, consisting of several permanent groups and participants funded by the
Centre and involved in different activities.

C

HAIR’s organisation is set up to support flexibility and
collaboration across Chalmers (departments, Areas of
Advance, research centres, research groups and indivi
duals) and towards external actors. The Department of Compu
ter Science and Engineering and Area of Advance ICT are the
hosts of CHAIR. The outline below gives a snapshot of the or
ganisation in 2020. Changes to this structure are expected in
2021, when CHAIR’s interim period is ending.
THE STEERING COMMITTEE

has a formal mandate to approve the Centre’s goals, operatio
nal plan and budget, as well as directing strategic decisions.
The Steering Committee reports to the President and CEO of
Chalmers, Stefan Bengtsson.
THE ADVISORY BOARD

consists of a group of external experts who contribute with
knowledge, skills and strategically relevant ideas to the Mana
gement Group.

THE MANAGEMENT GROUP

has overall responsibility for developing the Centre’s strategic
direction, operational plan and budget as well as running its
operations on a daily basis in accordance with these. The Ma
nagement Group is headed by the Centre Director and reports
to the Steering Committee.
THE OPERATIONAL TEAM

is a group of Chalmers researchers, including one representa
tive from the Fraunhofer-Chalmers Centre. The team partici
pates in organising and implementing the Centre’s activities
during the initial interim phase, lasting two years.
THE AI ETHICS COMMITTEE

consists of a group of Chalmers researchers whose task is to
ensure an ethics perspective permeates all research and other
activities at CHAIR, according to the Centre’s ethical policy.

STEERING COMMITEE

ADVISORY BOARD

Jan Smith, Steering Committee Chair, Chalmers

Daniel Langkilde, Co-founder & Chairman, Annotell

Anna Dubois, Steering Committee Co-Chair, First Vice President
and Deputy CEO, Chalmers

Sara Mazur, Chair of the board, WASP – Wallenberg AI, Auto
nomous Systems and Software Program, Knut and Alice Wallenberg
Foundation

Ann-Sofie Axelsson, Head of Department, Department of Communication and Learning in Science, Chalmers
Lars Börjesson, Department of Physics, Chalmers

Anna Nilsson-Ehle, Chair of the Board at Vinnova (Sweden’s
Innovation Agency) and Chair of Lindholmen Science Park

Anders Karlström, Head of Department, Department of Electrical
Engineering, Chalmers

Staffan Truvé, CTO, Recorded Future

Bernt Wennberg, Head of Department, Department of Mathematical
Sciences, Chalmers

OPERATIONAL TEAM

Charlotte Wiberg, Head of Department, Department of Computer
Science and Engineering, Chalmers
Dag Wedelin, Head of Division Data Science and AI, Department of
Computer Science and Engineering, Chalmers
MANAGEMENT GROUP
Jenny Andersson Vaughan, Financial Officer, CHAIR
Ivica Crnkovic, Director, CHAIR
Giuseppe Durisi, Co-director, CHAIR
Elisabeth Kegel, Administrative Officer, CHAIR
Peter Lindwall, Industrial Coordinator, CHAIR
Kolbjörn Tunström, Research Coordinator, CHAIR

Devdatt Dubhashi, Department of Computer Science and Eng
ineering, Chalmers
Olle Häggström, Chair of the Ethics Committee, CHAIR
Mats Jirstrand, Fraunhofer-Chalmers Centre for Industrial Mathe
matics
Rebecka Jörnsten, Department of Mathematical Sciences, Chalmers
Fredrik Kahl, Department of Electrical Engineering, Chalmers
Mary Sheeran, Department of Computer Science and Engineering,
Chalmers

CHAIR
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CHAIR Consortium
AI Research Centre Consortium consists of Chalmers and five Core Partners: CEVT, Ericsson, Sahlgrenska
University Hospital, Volvo Cars, and Volvo Group.

T

he CHAIR consortium began its operations with a kickoff meeting in March, following the completion of the
consortium contract. At that point in time, the effects of
the covid-19 pandemy were just starting to kick in, and soon
forced the consortium to work digitally. The remaining period
of the year, all activities, including periodical meetings,
workshops and other events, were held via digital meeting plat
forms. The pandemic situation also affected the collaboration
intensity. However, even under these challenging circumstan
ces, the consortium initiated different activities, including:
• Start of nine seed projects. In April the first call for projects
was announced. The consortium selected 8 projects from
13 proposals. In addition, a ninth project was granted fun
ding separately. The projects started in the autumn 2019
and were planned to run for six months.
• Matchmaking workshops. Three match-making workshops
have been organised with more than 200 participants from
Chalmers and the core partners organisations. The
workshops provided a basis for forming new project colla
borations.
• Call for 1- and 2-year projects. The project call was announ
ced in the autumn 2020 and received 13 submissions. In
early 2021 up to seven projects will be selected and they are
expected to start in April 2021.
• Extended cooperation with Chalmers’ Areas of Advance. The
core partners and CHAIR have combined activities at
Chalmers through projects and other events with Areas of

Advance, in particular with Health Engineering, Trans
port, and ICT.
• Covid-19 related activities. In response to the pandemic, seve
ral projects have started through CHAIR that has later led
to collaboration with Swedish regions, especially the healt
hcare in the Gothenburg region (Sahlgrenska), and associ
ated work on data from companies in collaboration with
Sahlgrenska. The pandemic has highlighted the power of
digitalisation in enabling communication and collabora
tion during the changing situation of the covid-19 pande
mic. Chalmers has also contributed expertise to Sahlgren
ska by forming several teams of researchers working with
healthcare data for the full region to make scenarios for
healthcare policymakers. Ericsson contributed with data
and participated in modelling of mobility. Several projects
have been initiated, funded from CHAIR, Area of Advan
ce ICT and Health Engineering, with participation from
Chalmers, Sahlgrenska, VGR (Västra Götalandsregionen)
and Ericsson.
CORE PARTNERS BOARD
Jenny Erneman, Volvo Group
Erik Hjerpe, Volvo Cars
Anders Hyltander, Sahlgrenska University Hospital
Shafiq Urréhman, CEVT
Aneta Vulgarakis, Ericsson
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Statements from Core Partners
CEVT
CEVT is an innovation center within the Zhejiang Geely Holding Group, developing future mobility solutions for the Geely
brands such as Volvo Cars, Polestar, Lynk & Co and Lotus.
We believe a good idea can come from anywhere. A strong
regional ecosystem of AI research and industrial applications
focused on cutting edge technology offered by Chalmers AI
Research Centre is therefore very important for CEVT.
AI and Machine learning are two big technological drivers that
play an important role in future mobility solutions.

Ericsson
Ericsson is one of the world's leading information and communication technology companies. As the data networks of
the future will be very data-intensive systems, AI is a prerequisite for being able to utilize the full potential of the network. AI
is therefore a key component of all of Ericsson's product and
service offerings.
Through the strong collaboration with Chalmers AI Research
Centre, Ericsson is developing new technologies and increasing its expertise and excellence in many AI areas, such as
scalable and robust AI-based systems and software, foundational artificial intelligence research, sustainable AI, and safe,
trustable and explainable AI.

Volvo Cars
Volvo Cars is a global corporation with premium mobility products. We consider that data science and AI will be crucial in
developing and delivering future mobility according to our
aims: “freedom to move in a personal, sustainable and safe
way”. Chalmers is Volvo Cars’ preferred academic partner
and we see CHAIR as an important addition to the Swedish
AI scene.

Sahlgrenska University Hospital
Sahlgrenska University Hospital, SU, is Sweden's largest university hospital with approximately 2 400 hospital beds, 16
000 employees and a budget equivalent to approximately
SEK 18 billion.
SU became a core partner to CHAIR in the beginning of
2020 since Artificial intelligence (AI) has great potential to
come to practical use in health care and help meet new demands and challenges.
During 2020, a number of joint activities have taken place
such as workshops, research project initiatives, work in a joint
steering group with planning of activities and development of
a joint research agenda which will be a cornerstone for continued work during 2021. Collaborative work has taken place
also with the other core partners. For 2021 our planning includes for example more workshops based on the research agenda and a number of new research projects initiated also
including other core partners, all of which examples of a continued development of a fruitful collaboration.

Volvo Group
Volvo Group drives prosperity through transport and infrastructure solutions, offering trucks, buses, construction
equipment, power solutions for marine and industrial applications, financing and services that increase our customers’
uptime and productivity. Volvo Group as a major player has a
huge responsibility in this ongoing transformation. We have
set three long-term ambitions: to become 100% safe, 100%
fossil free and 100% more productive. New technologies
within electrification and autonomous solutions will help us,
but in almost all aspects of our business, digitalization and the
further development and use of AI will be crucial to reach our
ambitions.
As core partners in CHAIR Volvo Group gain significantly enhanced collaboration opportunities with other actors and initiatives. We strongly believe that the Centre is a key enabler
for the Volvo Group when it comes to method development
and applied AI research and also to support in strengthening
the regional and national AI ecosystem.

An Autonomous Transport Robot prototype delivering material to a Volvo operator. A concreate example of Applied AI as a result of the Volvo GTO – Chalmers project ViMCoR.

Partner project spotlight

Industry 4.0 "People and robots
work together on equal terms"
A larger variety of future truck models means new challenges for the truck industry. Chalmers’ automation
researchers and Volvo Trucks collaborate in the Industry 4.0 (a.k.a. Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT)) project ViMCoR to develop technology that will allow a significant higher degree of truck variants on the same
assembly line using AI.

N

ew demands on renewable energy in transportation
and the development of autonomous vehicles have
made vehicle companies predict that their future
number of variants will increase. Until now truck manu
facturing has needed few assembly lines to produce all the
company’s models. When hybrid, fully electric, fuel cell-ba
sed powertrains and different grades of autonomous vehicles
get introduced, the lines will become crowded, and the diffe
rent parts will be hard to fit next to the production. The ViM
CoR project focuses on developing ATRs (Autonomous
Transport Robots), that will support the line with parts from
remote places and order new material when the AI system
detects that more is needed. It is also building an AI system
that will improve collaborative robots’ abilities to work side
by side with humans at the assembly line.

provide a business case and decrease the need of building
new assembly lines for every new model.

“We are dealing with future flexible manufacturing where
people and robots work together in a unified environment on
equal terms. Today’s standards have many barriers regarding
efficiency and business case when it comes to safety and aren’t
following the development of technology and acceptance of
these new technologies in sociaty. We intend to use the hu
man flexibility as a resource in the safety loop. We have de
mands on both humans and robots. ViMCoR is about utili
zing this flexibility”, says Per-Lage Götwall, Volvo’s
representative in the project.

The project went in 2020 from constructing methods to set
the scene, and will continue with eight master students buil
ding the AI system.

By training the collaborative robots in working side by side
with human workers the work process will become smoother.
When people build trucks, they have a certain movement pat
tern. The AI system will learn to predict what the human is
going to do next and reacts accordingly. If the project mana
ges to develop a safe and useful algorithm this will eventually

Also, the ATRs are trained to predict human movement and
being able to reroute its way when obstacles appear. With
multiple cameras equipped with computer vision placed in
the factory ceiling an AI system will be able to monitor the
whole environment and predict dangers or obstacles for the
ATRs to find other ways around.
“We are trying to find a good balance between what people
are good in doing and use robots to what they do the best. In
our vision we see a need for perhaps a thousand ATRs that
deliver material inside a factory and it is important to reduce
the cost for every ATR”, says Knut Åkesson project leader at
Chalmers.

Per-Lage Götvall, Volvo and Knut Åkesson, Electrical Engineering.
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AI Ethics Committee

Ensuring the ethical perspective
The effects of AI are hard to predict. It may help us overcome barriers we thought were impossible, but it
may also lead to negative consequences we can’t foresee. Therefore every project funded by CHAIR has
explicit reasoning about ethical impacts of the project and follows CHAIR’s ethics policy.

T

he various far-reaching social consequences that ad
vances in AI can have – for better or worse – entail the
need for careful consideration of these from an ethical
point of view. Therefore, CHAIR’s AI ethics policy, which was
formulated by the Centre’s AI ethics committee as its first task
immediately after it was established in the spring of 2019, sta
tes that “the ethics perspective should permeate all research
projects and all other activities” at the Centre. The main rai
son d'être of the AI ethics committee is to help to make sure
that this desideratum is achieved, and this is done through va
rious efforts to make all researchers at CHAIR aware of AI
ethics and its importance.
One of the main such efforts is the AI Ethics Seminar, which
runs on Tuesdays about once per month and covers a wide
spectrum of topics in the ethics and social consequences of AI
technology. In 2020, topics included aspects of, e.g. AI risk, AI
safety, AI governance at the EU level, the sociological context
of algorithms, and the use of examples from fiction in the
teaching of AI ethics at the undergraduate level. The seminar
was suspended for a couple of months in the spring when we
did not yet have a clear idea of how long the covid-19 situation
would last, but in May we decided to switch to a digital format,
and in total we managed nine meetings during 2020. The main
format is a one-hour talk by a local or an external speaker, in
cluding time for questions and discussion. This year, however,
we experimented a couple of times with a different setup – an
interview-like discussion between a local organiser and an ex
ternal guest – the outcomes of which encouraged further use of
the same format.
The main highlight of our activities in 2020 was a workshop in
June on the topic of agency, autonomy and AI ethics. The
workshop joined the Artificial Intelligence Society (SAIS)
workshop as a special session. For corona reasons, the event
was implemented digitally. The speakers – John Danaher from
NUI Galway in Ireland, Anna-Sara Lind from Uppsala Uni
versity, and Sven Nyholm from Utrecht University – treated
the workshop topic from a mix of philosophical, ethical, cultu
ral and legal perspectives.
Besides these seminars and meetings, another ambition of the
AI ethics committee is to provide CHAIR researchers and
others with resources at the CHAIR website aimed at helping
them navigate the increasingly diverse literature on AI ethics.
This year, we posted to this end an extensively annotated ver
sion of our AI ethics policy, with a large footnote apparatus
explaining and elaborating on all terms used in the policy, with
a generous collection of relevant pointers to the literature.

Olle Häggström, Chair of the Ethics Committee

Another specific task of the committee is to oversee that the
AI ethics policy’s requirement that “all calls for project propo
sals within CHAIR will include instructions to explicitly
address ethical considerations” is met, and that the project
proposals adhere to the policy’s proclamation that ethical per
spectives of the proposed work are taken into account “from
the very start of a project, including the planning, proposal and
funding application stages”. This year, there was the CHAIR
call for consortium seed grants, where however it became clear
from some of the proposals that we still have some way to go
before all our researchers are fully on board with what the po
licy demands. Through individual feedback to the applicants,
along with our other efforts to spread the awareness and un
derstanding of the many important facets of AI ethics, we con
tinue our work to improve this situation.
Olle Häggström, Chair of the Ethics Committee, CHAIR
See appendix for a full list of AI Ethics seminars, and read the
full AI Ethics policy at chalmers.se/chair.
ETHICS COMMITTEE
Olle Häggström, Department of Mathematical Sciences
Gordana Dodig Crnkovic, Department of Computer Science and
Engineering
Karl de Fine Licht, Department of Technology Management and
Economics
Gerardo Schneider, Department of Computer Science and
Engineering
Vilhelm Verendel, Department of Computer Science and
Engineering

AI infrastructure
CHAIR facilitates research by funding and providing access to high-performance computing resources. It
also funds knowledge support for applying AI methods in research, delivered by the Data Science Research Engineers unit at the Department of Computer Science and Engineering at Chalmers.
COMPUTING RESOURCES

I

n 2020, the Centre funded the purchase of an initial setup
of four graphics processing units, GPUs, so that Chalmers
researchers could be offered GPU time for AI-related re
search. The computing resources are hosted by the Centre for
Computational Science and Engineering (C3SE), as a part of
the Vera cluster at C3SE, and have been actively employed by
researchers throughout 2020. In the fall of 2020 a working
group with researchers from different departments was esta
blished to plan for 20 MSek of further investments into AI
computational infrastructure. The group will work closely
with Chalmers E-commons to finalize the plan, taking into ac
count and possibly complementing the recent Alvis cluster ho
sted at C3SE, which is a national SNIC resource dedicated for
Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning research.

alongside Chalmers researchers. The result has been more
than 25 publications and a number of externally funded pro
jects. The unit also hosts a collaboration between CHAIR and
Genie (Chalmers Gender Initiative for Excellence), which in
cludes working with many different stakeholders and data
sources across Chalmers to describe the extent and the impact
with respect to gender in the Chalmers organisation. During
2020 DSRE has played an important role in the rapid set up of
covid-19 related collaborations between Chalmers research
ers, the Gothenburg region and industry.

DATA SCIENCE RESEARCH ENGINEERS (DSRE)

KNOWLEDGE SUPPORT

Vilhelm Verendel (Head of Unit, PhD)

The Data Science Research Engineers (DSRE) unit provides
help and collaboration in handling the data science challenges
associated with high-dimensional and large datasets. It also
assists with the application of effective data science and AI-
related methods to innovative research projects. Projects have
so far been selected for funding via seed calls from the Area of
Advance ICT. The unit has been involved in over 30 projects

Ann Lillieström (PhD)

Karen Baca (MSc)
Azam Sheikh Muhammed (PhD)
Nora Speicher (PhD)
Oscar Ivarsson (MSc)
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Financial information
CHAIR EXPENDITURES 2019, 2020 AND FORECAST 2021
(KSEK)

2019

2020

2021

Management group
Interim Operational Team + support
Ethics Committee
CHAIR computation resources
Central activities: CHAIR as Platform +
Internal projects
Recruitments (PhD, PostDocs, Assistant
professor)

2 826
791
435
222

3 924
810
1 138
222

3 353
710
1 111
500

1 624

478

4 370

814

9 763

13 222

Research project of Interim Operational
Research projects in collaboration with
industry

2 096

3 020

3 726

Fraunhofer-Chalmers Centre
Total central costs

428

3 009

4 996

9 951
19 187

10 808
33 172

10 000
41 988

Personnel costs centrally within CHAIR: This includes cost of
the Management group, operational team and ethics commit
tee. For 2021 personnel costs will decrease somewhat compared
with 2020, which is due to a reorganisation of the management
team.
CHAIR computation resources: High performance computing
resources for AI and integrated support is being set up together
with e-commons. In 2020 a server has been purchased and the
funding will increase in 2021.
Central activities: CHAIR as Platform + Internal projects: The
se costs include centrally organised activities, such as seminars,
workshops, CHAIR annual workshop, covering costs of invited
researches, and finally organisation of different types of pro
jects that Chalmers researches can apply for. For example, in
2021, CHAIR will have a call for “AI exploration” projects in
which researchers from different areas can apply to start to use
AI in their research. Another type of projects is “theme semes
ter” where Chalmers researchers can build working teams and
invite visiting researchers to work on a particular research chal
lenge. Due to covid-19, costs in this category decreased signifi
cantly compared with the planning for 2020. Ahead of 2021, the
uncertainty is great, but there are hopes that the activities will
start again
Recruitment: In 2020, nine doctoral students and three post
docs were recruited fully or partially funded by CHAIR. In
2021, four doctoral students and two postdocs are planned to be
recruited. Some of these recruitments were planned for 2020,
but due to covid-19, it was not realised.
Research project of Interim Operational Team: The Interim
Operational Team has their own research projects according to
agreement.
Research projects in collaboration with industry: CHAIR sig
ned agreements with five core partners in the beginning of
2020. In April a call for seed projects was published, and eight
projects were accepted. The projects started in September 2020

and are supposed to run six months. In addition there are three
collaborative projects active, one with Volvo, one with Volvo,
Siemens, Malmö University and SAAB, and one with Sahl
grenska University Hospital.
Fraunhofer-Chalmers Centre: Payments are made under a spe
cial contract between Chalmers and Fraunhofer. According to
contract CHAIR is paying 1 000 kEuro per year (10 000 kSEK),
or a total 100 000 kSEK over a ten-year period. With the pay
ment from CHAIR, and through coordinated activities, priori
ty is given to strong cooperation between the FCC and Chal
mers in AI.
The 2021 forecast compared with the 2020 budget has increased
18%. The increase primarily refers to new recruitments. The
total budget remains unchanged - but consumption at a faster
rate of internal funds in the beginning. We assume a larger ex
ternal budgeting that will grow over time, and with that, the
need for internal financing decreases.
CHAIR CONSORTIUM BUDGET
The membership fee in CHAIR Consortium is 1 000 kSEK per
year. In 2020 CHAIR Consortium included five core partners
(Volvo Group, Volvo Cars, CEVT, Ericsson, and Sahlgrenska
University Hospital). The budget from the core partners was 5
000 kSEK. In addition to the core partners, FCC participates
with 200 kSEK in kind. CHAIR contribution to the consorti
um budget was 1 000 kSEK, and 250 kSEK in kind through
contribution from Chalmers researchers. If the membership fee
is not completely used during one year, the fee is used for the
projects during the next year. This is the case with 2020.
CHAIR CONSORTIUM BUDGET 2020 AND 2021 (KSEK)

Membership fee from core partners
CHAIR membership fee
TOTAL

2020

2021

5 000
1 000

5 000
1 000

6 000

6 000

CHAIR CONSORTIUM EXPENDITURES 2020 AND FORECAST 2021 (KSEK)

Core partners
CHAIR
TOTAL

2020

2021

2 500

8 000

500

1 600

3 000

9 600

CHAIR CONSORTIUM IN KIND

2020

2021

Core partners contribution
Frunhofer-Chalmers Centre

450

1 000

150

200

CHAIR

250

400

TOTAL IN KIND

850

1 600
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Activities in 2020
CHAIR has several types of large activities and investments. These include funding, conduction and coordination of projects, organisation of seminars, workshops, conferences and similar events, and recruitments. In the coming pages we list these activities, and give a few examples of them.

ACTIVE PROJECTS IN
2020
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Active projects
In 2020, 27 research projects were funded fully or partially by Chalmers AI Research Centre. We list these
below, sorted in funding category. A similar list that includes project descriptions is found in the appendix
and will also be published on chalmers.se/chair, and research.chalmers.se.

PROJECT NAME

PROJECT TYPE

PI

DEPARTMENT

PhD project

Karinne Ramirez-Amaro

Electrical Engineering

PhD project

Karinne Ramirez-Amaro

Electrical Engineering

PostDoc project

Yasemin Bekiroglu

Electrical Engineering

PostDoc project

Fredrik Kahl

Electrical Engineering

PhD project

Giuseppe Durisi

Electrical Engineering

PostDoc project

Mary Sheeran

Computer Science and Engineering

Postdoc/PhD

Rebecka Jörnsten

Mathematical Sciences

Assistant professor packages (Assistant professor packages are
meant to support newly recruited assistant professors with either a
PhD student or a PostDoc)
Learning & Understanding Human-Centered Robotic Manipulation
Strategies
Intelligent agents that learn from their past experiences
Dexterous robot assistant for everyday physical object
manipulation
Interim operational team packages (Interim operational team
packages include support to researchers who participated in the
Interim operational team, and it includes co-funding PhD students
during or PostDocs during the interim period)
Geometric Deep Learning
Information theory of deep neural networks
Verification of Machine Learning Algorithms
AI-Integromics: Interpretable Deep Modeling for Systems Biology
CONSORTIUM COLLABORATIVE PROJECTS
CHAIR starting grant (CHAIR starting grants includes co-funding
of two collaborative projects)
Vision and machine learning for collaborative robotics

PhD project

Knut Åkesson

Electrical Engineering

Software Engineering for AI/ML/DL

PhD project

Jan Bosch

Computer Science and Engineering

Christian Berger

Computer Science and Engineering

Fredrik Johansson

Computer Science and Engineering

Huu Le

Electrical Engineering

CHAIR Consortium Seed Projects 2020
Explicating and Measuring Data Degradation Effects on ML
AI and Missingness in Diagnostics for Alzheimer’s Disease
Learning to Solve Robust Visual Odometry
Robust Federated Learning against Low-quality and Corrupted
Data
Online Lithium-ion Battery State of Health Prognostics
Automatic data validation in data-streams for machine learning
Using EEG to label HRV data for detection of Delayed Cerebral
Ischema in Stroke Patients
Yata – Intelligent systems to improve and support education
Enhanced Security and Privacy for Wireless Federated Learning
Analyzing right ventricular attributes with machine learning

Jun Li

Electrical Engineering

Kun Gao

Architecture and Civil Engineering

Lucy Ellen Lwakatare

Computer Science and Engineering

Miroslaw Staron

Computer Science and Engineering

Simon Pettersson Fors

Physics

Sina Rezaei Aghdam
Richard Johansson

Electrical Engineering
Computer Science and Engineering

Christopher Zach

Electrical Engineering

CHAIR PhD Call 2019
Energy-based models for supervised deep neural networks and
their applications
Understanding and Overcoming the Limitations of Convolutional
Neural Networks for Visual Localization

Torsten Sattler

Electrical Engineering

Stochastic continuous-depth neural networks

Moritz Schauer

Mathematical Sciences

Umberto Picchini

Mathematical Sciences

Deep learning approximate Bayesian computation
CHAIR AoA Transport PostDoc call 2019
STOchastic Traffic Networks
AI for Analysis for Naturalistic Driving Data
Privacy-Protected Machine Learning for Transport Systems
Real-Time Robust and AdaptIve Learning in ElecTric VEhicles

Annika Lang

Mathematical Sciences

Christopher Zach

Electrical Engineering

Elad Michael Schiller

Computer Science and Engineering

Morteza Haghir Chehreghani

Computer Science and Engineering

On top: Illustration of the language Tsafiki with six colour words, spoken by the Tsáchila people of Ecuador. Below: An artificial language
with the same number of colour words created by the researchers' agents. The Tsáchila people and the artificial agents seem to divide the
spectrum in similar ways.

Project spotlight

The machines are learning to talk

Studies have shown that all human languages bear fundamental similarities despite their great diversity. A
CHAIR-funded project led by Professor Devdatt Dubhashi is exploring fundamental principles behind
these similarities by training artificial agents to create their own languages.

T

he idea originated from a series of lectures delivered in
Gothenburg by Ted Gibson from MIT, a world leading
researcher in cognitive science. He argued that there
are some underlying principles common to all human langua
ges despite their apparent diversity. He had been traveling
around the world collecting data on languages from different
cultures. All this data pointed strongly towards universal prin
ciples behind the evolution of all these different language sys
tems. In a very innovative leap of imagination, he located these
underlying principles in the classic information theory to des
cribe how data is communicated over links in computer
networks.
“As AI researchers sitting in the audience, we said to each
other: What if we replaced the humans with robots? Would
they develop a language with similar universal properties?”
says Devdatt Dubhashi, professor in Computer Science.
This question led to a CHAIR-funded project where he and
his colleagues including Emil Carlsson, explore if artificial
agents develop their own languages after engaging in commu
nication. The computers are given a glossary of words. The
words in the glossary have no meaning at the outset; it is up to
the computers to agree on the meaning of the words in their
communication. One of the agents gets the task to describe a
colour to the other by choosing one of the words. The other
agent on receiving the word attempts to infer the original co
lor. They continue this kind of interaction, in the process at
taching meanings to the words related to which colors they
describe. If successful, they would end up with a language for
colors which is efficient in conveying the concept of "color" in
the sense that the receiving agent can successfully infer the
right color with high frequency. It turned out the languages
that the agents developed after being trained using a general
learning algorithm (known as reinforcement learning) were
indeed efficient in this sense and had much in common with
human languages!

“We developed totally artificial languages and still they had
similarities to real human languages. Why would an artificial
language have anything to do with human language? The rea
son lies in principles from information theory”, says Devdatt
Dubhashi.
“I think we are unique in combining machine learning and
cognitive science in the project.”, says Devdatt Dubhashi.
He hopes that the results of the project will contribute to both
cognitive science and AI-research. A fundamental understan
ding of how human communication works helps to better un
derstand how the very complex system of neurons in our brains
function, which is something we still know very little about. At
the same time these studies can also be used to improve the AI
algorithms.
“The human brain is the most advanced computer there is. If
we could use what we learn about the brain’s neuron system,
hopefully we will be able to use neuroscience in developing
algorithms for AI”, says Devdatt Dubhashi.

Devdatt Dubhashi, Computer Science and Engineering.

Example grasping experiments, picking up novel and arbitrarily shaped objects, from a clutter using a robotic setup that consists of a 7 degrees of freedom arm equipped with a parallel
jaw gripper with flat fingers. The image is adapted from "Benchmarking Protocol for Grasp Planning Algorithms Authors, Bekiroglu et al, IEEE Robotics and Automation Letters
(RA-L), 2019.

Project spotlight

Towards human level of dexterity

Human dexterity is extremely hard to replicate, and we are just in the beginning. Yasemin Bekiroglu is one
of Chalmers’ new recruitments in AI and robotics. She is now building her group with a wide approach
ranging from simpler tasks to solving more complex ones such as assembly.

Y

asemin Bekiroglu is one of Chalmers’ new recruit
ments in AI and robotics. She is now an Assistant
Professor at Chalmers Department of Electrical En
gineering in the Automatic control group and her research is
supported through a common initiative between CHAIR and
Chalmers’ gender initiative for excellence, Genie.

and perception capabilities, and making them more intelli
gent. The first step is to build a framework that can be exten
ded, starting with simpler tasks such as letting the robotic
hand pick up something, then focusing on more complex ma
nipulation tasks that can be learned from demonstration and
experience.

“The central question of my research is how we can create
robots that are capable of adapting such that they can co-in
habit our world. This means designing systems that are capa
ble of functioning in unstructured environments that are con
tinuously changing with unlimited combination of shapes,
sizes, appearance, and positions of objects; adapting to chang
es and learning from experience and humans, and important
ly do so from small amounts of data. In particular, my work
focuses on grasping and manipulation, fundamental aspects
to enable a robot to interact with the environment, humans
and other agents. I’m fascinated by how sophisticated human
hands are and very interested in mimicking human dexterity
using robotic arms and hands in achieving grasping and mani
pulation tasks”, says Yasemin Bekiroglu.

“Most of our initial data comes from vision sensors to plan an
action. We aim to complement vison data with other sensory
data, such as from touch sensors, and leverage it similarly to
the way humans combine vision with touch to perceive, grasp
and manipulate a previously unseen object. A key technical
difficulty is how to encode, reason about and overcome the
uncertainties that are inherent in both robotic perception and
also in the robot’s physical interactions with objects.”, says
Yasemin Bekiroglu.

She is in the beginning of her work at Chalmers, and the goal
is to have a group with a wide perspective. The research is
therefore kept generic and free from limitations in terms of
functionality.

But there is a long way to go before we have robots that are
equipped with perception and interaction skills close to hu
man level in the way we are able to act in and adapt to our
environment. “Our research goal is to create assistants and
collaborative robots that will facilitate human work and life”,
she says.

“The human dexterity is extremely hard to replicate, and we
are just in the beginning. Right now, we are looking into both
simple movements for robotic arms and hands, such as pick
ing up objects of varying shapes, sizes and materials, but we
are also aiming at more delicate and complex tasks such as
assembly and insertion”, says Yasemin Bekiroglu.
Mostly they work on collaborative robots. The approach is to
not re-invent the wheel. Her group uses already existing hard
ware, studying how to best equip them with various sensing

Yasemin Bekiroglu, Electrical Engineering.
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2020 was the year the webinar had its breakthrough and CHAIR hosted more webinars than earlier years. You reach most of them on our
YouTube-channel: https://bit.ly/3d56w4a

Seminars and events
Digital meetings is the sum-up-phrase of 2020. While the year began as normal, covid-19 soon forced a
radical shift towards running every CHAIR event, seminar or workshop in a digital format. And it worked.
2020 became a year where a lot happened—though no one ever actually met. Most of the seminars were
recorded and are avaliable through CHAIR's YouTube channel.

SEMINARS

C

HAIR currently runs three seminar series - AI Talks,
CHAIR Spotlight on Research and AI Ethics, each with
a different focus. The seminars are among our core acti
vities and are intended to increase visibility of AI research at
Chalmers, as well as inspiring more engagement in AI overall.
AI TALKS

is a series of inspiring seminars from internationally acclai
med experts on artificial intelligence. World-renowned leaders
in computer science, machine learning, and statistics discussed
a range of perspectives on how AI affects research, business
and society. In total, about 1000 participants were registered
for the seven AI Talks of 2020. The participants came from
Chalmers and outside of Chalmers, and we also managed to
attract quite a few participants internationally. The 2020 cycle
finished with a seminar from one of the most prestigious AI
researchers, Michael I. Jordan, The Decision-Making Side of
Machine Learning: Computational, Inferential and Economic
Perspectives.
CHAIR SPOTLIGHT ON RESEARCH

is a series of AI short talks hosting researchers from Chalmers.
The seminars are targeted towards experts from the CHAIR
Consortium core partners as well as other Chalmers research
ers. The aim is to increase awareness of AI at Chalmers

between Chalmers researchers and AI experts in industry. In
the seminars, speakers present an overview of their current re
search and thoughts for new research ideas. During 2020, in
June to November, we organised a series “New forces at Chal
mers”, presenting AI researchers that started at Chalmers in
the last two years. In seven seminars we had more than 400
participants.
AI ETHICS

is a series of seminars highlighting ethical perspectives of AI.
The seminars featured invited speakers and Chalmers resear
chers with the aim of cultivating an informed discussion on
ethical issues. In 2020 the ethics committee organised 10 semi
nars with researchers from Chalmers, Swedish universities,
and international researchers in ethics and AI.
CHAIR EVENTS MATCHMAKING WORKSHOPS

During the year we have organised matchmaking workshops
with all CHAIR Consortium partners with the goal of identi
fying common interests and developing proposals for collabo
rative projects. We also arranged dedicated workshops with
Sahlgrenska University Hospital (SU) that would serve as in
put to the CHAIR-SU research agenda.

ACTIVITIES
IN 2020
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CHAIR CONSORTIUM KICK-OFF

The CHAIR Consortium officially started with a kick-off me
eting in March, where the overall directions for the future were
mapped out. Incidentally, this was also the last physical event
by CHAIR in 2020.
SAIS WORKSHOP

The 32nd annual workshop of the Swedish Artificial Intelli
gence Society (SAIS) was held as an online conference on June
16 – 17, 2020, co-organised by CHAIR, University of Gothen
burg, and Ai Sweden. The workshop had 150 participants,
consisting of researchers and PhD students from Swedish Uni
versities.

gether all researchers involved in CHAIR funded projects, as
well as representatives from the core partners. The research
ers gave brief presentations of their projects and breakout
rooms were set up to enable discussions. In total there were 46
presentations, and three breakout speed date sessions. The
workshop was rounded of with a truly inspiring keynote lectu
re—Advancing AI for Social Impact: Learning and Planning
in the Data-to-Deployment Pipeline—by Milind Tambe, Gor
don McKay Professor of Computer Science and Director of
Center for Research in Computation and Society at Harvard
University, and the Director of "AI for Social Good" at Goog
le Research India.
A complete list of the seminars and other events organised in
2020 appears in the Appendix of this report.

CHAIR ANNUAL WORKSHOP

On November 3rd, the CHAIR Annual workshop brought to

Recruitments
During 2019 and 2020 CHAIR contributed financially to the recruitment of AI researchers either through direct financing of positions or
through research calls. The list below shows all personnel partially or fully funded by CHAIR, who started their employment at Chalmers in
2019 and 2020. While the recruitment process posed challenges due to covid-19, Chalmers managed to recruit a number of PhD students
and young researchers. Note that this list does not reflect the full scope of recruitment within AI, only those where CHAIR have contributed
funds.

TITLE

NAME

PhD

Axel Flinth

PhD

Liang Dai

PhD

Mike Pereira

MSc

POSITION

DEPARTMENT

YEAR

Postdoc

Electrical Engineering

2020

Postdoc

Computer Science and Engineering

2020

Postdoc

Mathematical Sciences

2020

Dorian Staudt

PhD student

Electrical Engineering

2020

MSc

Firooz Shahriari Mehr

PhD student

Computer Science and Engineering

2020

MSc

Ivan Torres Rodriguez

PhD student

Electrical Engineering

2020

MSc

Jennifer Alvén

PhD student

Electrical Engineering

2020

MSc

Jonatan Kallus

PhD student

Mathematical Sciences

2020

MSc

Kunal Chelani

PhD student

Electrical Engineering

2020

MSc

Maximilian Diehl

PhD student

Electrical Engineering

2020

MSc

Oskar Eklund

PhD student

Mathematical Sciences

2020

MSc

Petar Jovanovski

PhD student

Mathematical Sciences

2020

PhD

Ashkan Panahi

Assistant Professor

Computer Science and Engineering

2019

MSc

Yinan Yu

Postdoc

Computer Science and Engineering

2019

MSc

Rolf Green

PhD student

Computer Science and Engineering

2019

MSc

Emil Carlsson

PhD student

Computer Science and Engineering

2019

MSc

Hongyi Zhang

PhD student

Computer Science and Engineering

2019

MSc

Karen Baca

Data Science Engineer

Computer Science and Engineering

2019

MSc

Fredrik Hellström

PhD student

Electrical Engineering

2019

MSc

Ze Zhang

PhD student

Electrical Engineering

2019

MSc

Sabino Francesco Roselli

PhD student

Electrical Engineering

2019

AI@CHALMERS
While CHAIR has been deeply involved in AI at Chalmers over the last two years, there is also
much happening where CHAIR plays a more peripheral role, both in terms of activities and recruitments of AI researchers. In this part of the annual report, we offer a broad view of AI at Chalmers.
We identify what we call facets of AI research and show examples of research projects—some
supported by CHAIR, others funded from other sources. We also describe the involvement of the
Areas of Advance and research centers in AI and get to meet some of the people heading educational programs in AI.

COLLABORATIONS
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CHAIR has different types of cooperation - within Chalmers and outside Chalmers. The main collaborations are shown in the graph.

Collaborations
CHAIR plays an important role in catalysing and establishing collaborations within and beyond Chalmers. A central focus during 2019 and 2020 has been building internal collaborations and contact
points and assembling the CHAIR Consortium. Nonetheless, we have developed collaborations with a
range of key research and education actors in Sweden. Below we present collaboration within Chalmers
and three organisations where the collaborations have been particularly influential over the last year.
COLLABORATION WITHIN CHALMERS

Chalmers Areas of Advances (AoA) were in particular active
in introducing AI in their research areas. In 2020 AoA ICT
funded six AI and data-science projects supported by the
DSRE group. Three of these were projects funded together
with CHAIR and AoA Health Engineering, addressing
spreading of coronavirus, and initiated different AI-related
activities with Chalmers' strategic partners. AoA Health Eng
ineering, has had continuous cooperation with CHAIR from
its start in 2020, including cooperation with Sahlgrenska Uni
versity Hospital, and Sahlgrenska Academy. AoA Transport
has a strong program related to AI in cooperation with the
strategic partners in the area of transport, that are also
CHAIR core partners. AoA Energy initiated several seminars
related to AI, and discussed cooperation with the strategic
partners from the Energy sector, in which CHAIR also parti
cipated. AoA Production has a very strong program of digita
lisation in which AI plays an important role.
Several Chalmers centers extensively perform research and
innovation using and developing AI. Software Center started
a new area of software engineering AI engineering and built a
strong research group that cooperates with Software Center

partners. In a similar way, SAFER has initiated several pro
jects that use AI in their research and innovation. Medtech
West has cooperation with Sahlgrenska University Hospital,
and Sahlgrenska Academy and other partners in the area of
diagnostic, and biomedical engineering using data science and
AI as increasingly important technologies.
Chalmers has demonstrated fantastic results in applying AI.
One example is Mind-controlled prostheses that “feel” for
real. For the first time, people with arm amputations can expe
rience sensations of touch in a mind-controlled arm prosthesis
that they use in everyday life. This new concept for artificial
limbs, based on AI was developed by Max Ortiz Catalan, As
sociate Professor at Chalmers University of Technology, in
collaboration with Sahlgrenska University Hospital, Universi
ty of Gothenburg, and Integrum AB, all in Gothenburg,
Sweden. Researchers at Medical University of Vienna in Aus
tria and the Massachusetts Institute of Technologyin the USA
were also involved.
We present some of the projects led by Chalmers researchers
that apply AI.

COLLABORATIONS
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FRAUNHOFER-CHALMERS CENTRE

listed in Appendix.

Fraunhofer-Chalmers Research Centre for industrial mathe
matics (FCC) is offering contract research, services, algo
rithms and software based on advanced mathematics within
Modeling, Simulation, Optimisation, and Data Analytics – all
being of fundamental importance in applied AI, machine lear
ning and industrial digitalisation. During 2020 over fifty pro
jects were performed with industrial clients and over thirty
public projects were financed by public research agencies such
as SSF, VINNOVA and the EU, many of which are pursued
together with researchers at Chalmers. FCC has also interac
ted with Chalmers by jointly supervising PhD students, master
thesis projects, and contracted students. FCC industrial
PhD-program with Chalmers currently comprises 12 PhD stu
dents associated with four different departments of which
2two obtained their LicEng-degree and one his PhD-degree
during 2020. FCC contracted student program comprises an
accumulated number of 126 students since its start who are
part-time employed 10-20% during their master program wor
king alongside experienced FCC personnel. During last year
there were 15 journal and conference contributions co-autho
red by Chalmers and FCC researchers. To facilitate the colla
boration with FCC within CHAIR Mats Jirstrand, Head of
Department Systems and Data Analysis at FCC, has represen
ted FCC in the CHAIR interim operational team. Furthermo
re, the director of CHAIR is a member of FCC’s advisory bo
ard. Given FCC’s focus on applied research and industrial
collaboration discussions have also been pursued on how
FCC’s competence can be utilised by the core industrial part
ners of CHAIR.

WALLENBERG AI, AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS AND SOFTWARE
PROGRAM

In 2020, FCC has conducted nine AI projects. The projects are

The Wallenberg AI, Autonomous Systems and Software Pro
gram, WASP, is a major national initiative for strategically mo
tivated basic research, education and faculty recruitment in
artificial intelligence, autonomous systems and software deve
lopment. Chalmers’ participation in WASP is strongly impac
ting the development of AI research at Chalmers. In particu
lar, more than 60 PhD students, six postdocs, and eight senior
researchers have been recruited with funding from WASP.
CHAIR has contributed to the cooperation through its active
involvement in recruitment funded by WASP and in several
instances combining CHAIR/WASP recruitments.
AI INNOVATION OF SWEDEN

AI Sweden is the Swedish National Center for applied Artifi
cial Intelligence, supported by the Swedish government and
the public and private sectors across the country. Chalmers is
one of its founding partners and the CHAIR management
group’s main responsibility is to serve as the collaborative link
with Chalmers. Although the activity level was affected by
covid-19, we have kept a continuous dialogue and mapped out
more concrete collaboration efforts. One outcome was a digi
tal workshop with more than 60 participants from Chalmers,
Gothenburg University and AI Sweden, aimed at creating
awareness of the possibilities within AI Sweden for AI resear
chers.

AI
@CHALMERS
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The facets of AI@Chalmers
AI research happens in many places at Chalmers and covers diverse topics. Here, we take the big picture of
AI research at Chalmers and provide its main categories. The facets of AI@Chalmers group different aspects
of AI research performed at Chalmers, including foundational and applied AI, and in many cases interdisciplinary research in which AI plays a decisive role.

W

e identify seven "AI Facets", each of which repre
sents a collection of problems and/or technologies.

AI foundation. This facet includes fundamental research in the
areas of machine learning, data analysis, statistical inference,
computer vision, secure and private data acquisition, commu
nication, control and processing, and software-based solutions
for AI. We organise this facet of AI into four broad scientific
areas where CHAIR has a strong presence at the research
frontier: (i) statistics, probability and causality, (i) optimisation
and algorithms, (iii) learning theory, and (iv) geometry.
AI modalities. Learning from the environment and interacting
with it is an important challenge of AI learning, requiring di
verse tasks such as process sensor data, deciding how to act on
new information and coordinating with other agents. We orga
nise AI research at Chalmers addressing these across three
modalities: (i) perception & cognition, (ii) action and (iii)
communication.
AI paradigms. An AI paradigm is an umbrella term for related
subtopics in AI typically sharing an underlying theory or algo
rithmic perspective. At CHAIR, the AI paradigms are divided
into the following components: (i) supervised learning and
deep learning, (ii) sequential decision making and reinforce
ment learning, (iii) unsupervised learning, (iv) and transfer
learning.
AI enablers. AI-enablers are means to enable efficient deve
lopment of AI models, their deployment in operation as AI-en

abled systems, and their execution. We divide this in following
areas: (i) AI engineering, (ii) AI infrastructure, and (iii)
AI-enabled complex systems.
AI trust. As AI makes its way into essential components of so
ciety such as healthcare, transport, or the legal system, en
suring its trustworthiness is critical. The components included
are: (i) Trustworthy AI, (ii) privacy & security, (iii) ethics inclu
ding FAT, and (iv) interpretability & explainability
AI applications. AI is used in many research areas. The goal of
these areas is to utilize AI in an efficient and accurate way, but
also in many cases improvements of AI theologies, and new
methods, adjusted to the application domains. At CHAIR, we
have three focus areas: (i) transport, (ii) life science and healt
hcare, and (iii) automation, internet-of-things and smart
networks, where Chalmers' partners team up with the industri
al sector and public stakeholders for the benefit of society.
AI future. This facet is composed of topics that researchers at
Chalmers envision as emerging and exciting research trends to
be addressed in the future of AI. we extract two emerging are
as: (i) ubiquitous AI, (ii) sustainable AI.
Together, the facets span the development and lifecycle of AI
systems from foundational theory and methodology to engine
ering, applications and effects on society. By nature, these fa
cets are interconnected and many researchers at Chalmers
across different departments contribute to them. Please see the
CHAIR web page for a more detailed description of the Facets
of AI@Chalmers.

FACET EXAMPLES
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AI Engineering research directions
Strategic focus

Infrastucture

Development

Process

Data quality
management

Data versioning
& dependency
management

DataOps/DevOps

Automated data
labeling

Design methods
and processes

Federated
learning
infrastructure

Reuse of predeveloped ML
models

Manage multiple
models

Model
performance

Storage and
computing
infrastructure

Quality attributes

A/B testing of
models

Deployment and
compliance

Deployment
infrastructure

Integration of
models and SW
components

Monitoring &
logging

The figure “AI Engineering research directions” shows which kind of research is needed for these strategic research foci.

AI Enabler: AI Engineering
AI Engineering is a research area that belongs to the AI ena
blers facet. AI has proven to be a successful approach for solving
many complex problems. However, transitioning from prototy
pe to production-quality software remains a challenge. The
challenge is not in creating AI modules themselves, but in pre
paring data and building the infrastructure needed to success
fully integrate these into real systems, and then continuously
maintaining this infrastructure. The challenge is also integra
tion of AI in complex systems, in which AI is only a part of the
entire system. For example, there exist successful models for
recognition of humans in a street, but implementing it for auto
nomous driving cars, and guarantee safety of the pedestrians
crossing the street in the front of the car, is a major challenge.
For this reason, an overall support for development of AI sys
tems is crucial in successful use of AI.
CHAIR and the Software Center have set up a research group
that addresses these challenges. As a starting point, the group
has developed the AI engineering research agenda described in
the following.
AI ENGINEERING RESEARCH AGENDA
AI Engineering comprises a set of technologies, methods and
tools that originates from software engineering, data science
and AI. These are categorised in four strategic focus areas that
relate to the typical phases of an ML project. These areas are
the following:
Data quality management: One of the key challenges in success
ful AI projects is to establish data sets and streams that are of
sufficient quality for training and inference. Specifically, data
sets tend to be unbalanced, have a high degree of heterogeneity,
lack labels, tend to drift over time, contain implicit dependenci

es and generally require vast amounts of pre-processing effort
before they are usable.
Design methods and processes: Although creating an ML mo
del is relatively easy, doing so at scale and in a repeatable fashion
proves to be challenging. Specifically, managing a multitude of
experiments, detecting and resolving implicit dependencies and
feedback loops, inability of tracing data dependency, estimating
effort, cultural differences between developer roles, specifying
desired outcome and tooling prove to be difficult to accomplish
efficiently and effectively.
Model performance: The performance of ML models depends
on various factors, both for accuracy and for general quality att
ributes. Some of the specific problems include a skew between
training data and the data served during operation, lack of sup
port for quality attributes, over-fitting of models and scalable
data pipelines for training and serving.
Deployment & compliance: Finally, one area that is highly un
derestimated is the deployment of models. Here, companies
struggle with a multitude of problems, including monitoring and
logging of models, testing of models, troubleshooting, resource
limitations and significant amounts of glue code to get the sys
tem up and running.

Jan Bosch

Ivica Crnkovic

Helena Holmström Olsson

Jan Bosch, Software Centre, Ivica Crnkovic, CHAIR, Helena
Holmström Olsson, Software Centre
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Top: Challenges in AI development range from mathematical foundations to clinical deployment. Bottom: Focus areas for research into AI for healthcare.

AI Application: Life Science and Health Engineering

T

he facet “AI Applications: Life science and Health Eng
ineering” covers diverse applications in healthcare and
other areas of life science such as bioinformatics and sys
tems biology. A recent large initiative, and a good example of
this facet, is the collaboration between CHAIR and consortium
core partner Sahlgrenska University Hospital (SU).
The vision for the CHAIR-SU collaboration is to produce
world-class research in AI for healthcare by combining st
rengths across all links of the chain from technical innovation to
clinical deployment. As a first step toward this goal, representa
tives of CHAIR and SU drafted a joint research agenda which
identifies five links on this chain: Theoretical analysis, Algo
rithm development, Application, Clinical evaluation, and De
ployment & governance. Achieving excellence across all links
will require efforts from both parties.
The research agenda further describes five focus areas for joint
research, based on material collected from a number of surveys
and joint workshops during 2019–2020. These areas serve to
guide upcoming research initiatives as well as collaborative acti
vities such as workshops and seminars. Below, we give examples
of research questions within each focus area.
FOCUS AREA 1: DIAGNOSTICS, RISK ASSESSMENT & MONITORING
This area is well represented at both SU and Chalmers with re
cent projects spanning from diagnostics in oncology to pande
mic modeling of covid-19. However, challenges remain before
AI can live up to its potential as an essential diagnostic tool, in
cluding, for example, questions of safety and robustness, making
use of genomics or microbiology data, and using remote monito
ring systems.

FOCUS AREA 3: ADMINISTRATION & RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Optimisation and increased automation, for example using AI,
have been proposed as possible solutions for the problem of the
ageing population. Compared to other focus areas, research into
AI for administration & resource management is still in early
stages at Chalmers and SU. This presents a great opportunity
for future collaborative projects. Potential applications areas
range from emergency management, like the case of covid-19
prognostics, to routine operational tasks.
FOCUS AREA 4: CLINICAL DECISION SUPPORT
The effects of medical treatments are traditionally studied in
clinical trials. However, trials are expensive and time-consu
ming. Recent efforts in AI for health research, represented also
at SU and Chalmers, aim to make better use of passively collec
ted data for evaluating clinical decisions. Many other questions
face decision-making researchers: How should medical domain
knowledge be built into AI systems? What guarantees can be
made about the safety of AI-supported decisions?
FOCUS AREA 5: AI SYSTEMS & GOVERNANCE
For AI systems to be successfully deployed, requirements often
ignored in the academic setting must be met. On-site implemen
tations must function at scale, be reliable under stress and be
robust to faults. Moreover, systems that affect human lives must
comply with laws and high standards for ethics and fairness. The
design of AI systems that meet these demands is becoming a
growing concern in software engineering and AI research in ge
neral.

FOCUS AREA 2: IMAGE PROCESSING
At the 2020 CHAIR-SU AI research matchmaking workshop,
more than a third of all represented projects were directly con
cerned with image processing. Not surprising; image classifica
tion with deep neural networks remains a centerpiece in AI for
healthcare success stories, also at Chalmers and SU. Applying
AI for other medical imaging tasks and building methods that
are less data hungry, more interpretable, and more transferable
remain open problems.
Fredrik Johansson, CHAIR, Magnus Kjellberg, SU

“In autonomous driving it is common to use fisheye cameras in order to maximise the field of view. This results in images that appear “spherical”. In order to classify such images
it is desirable to use deep learning architectures in which the rotational symmetries of the image can be integrated into the neural network.”

AI @Chalmers Project spotlight

Exploring the underlying
symmetries of AI
The step from fundamental research to applications, especially in mathematical sciences, can often be quite long, but when we connect math to AI the divide becomes smaller, says Professor Daniel Persson, who
leads two WASP-funded research projects at Chalmers.

W

hen you train a machine to recognize objects, you
put in images of the object until the machine has
learned to recognize it. The AI technology of to
day is really good in detecting and recognizing objects.
However, if the image is rotated or curved it is much more
difficult for the AI to detect it. For a machine to better under
stand things like traffic scenes, molecular structures, climate
data or medical images it needs to be trained to understand
the underlying symmetries of the data.
“In all these fields mathematics can be applied. That is why
math and AI is so exciting. You have a basic theory that you
may apply in many different situations”, says Professor Daniel
Persson at Chalmers Department of Mathematical Sciences.

that are developing software for autonomous driving at Lind
holmen in Gothenburg. But Daniel Persson also sees other
potential applications, ranging from health care to cosmolo
gy.
“The step from fundamental research to applications, especi
ally in mathematical sciences, can often be quite long, but
what is happening when we start working with AI is that the
divide becomes smaller. We can put fundamental research
straight into AI applications to improve the neural networks.
And in turn we can use AI as an aid to explore fundamental
research”, he says.

He is the supervisor of two PhD students in the WASP-fun
ded projects Quantum Deep Learning and Renormalization
and Group Equivariant Convolutional Neural Networks. In
the projects they use group theory to construct neural
networks that are adapted to the desired symmetries. In 2020
they obtained their first theoretical results by developing a
mathematical framework that achieves this. They also started
to obtain their first experimental results for spherical images.
“This could for instance be very useful for self-driving cars
and medical image analysis, just to name a few applications”,
says Daniel Persson.
In their work they collaborate with researchers at Zenseact,
Daniel Persson, Mathematical Sciences.

“The algorithm learns what is characteristic for places with high poverty when viewed from above. It predicts what type of fuel that is common, if cell phones are common, are there hospitals
and access to education?"

AI @Chalmers Project spotlight

Measuring poverty through satellite
images
Algorithms are trained to detect levels of poverty by looking at satellite images in this collaboration between
computer scientists at Chalmers and poverty researchers at the University of Gothenburg.

P

overty research of today is dependent on survey data
from interviews with people living under the conditions
that are studied. Gathering statistics from rural areas of
Africa for instance is both costly and a slow way of learning
about the situation, leading to a lack of data far from being
sufficient to get a good overview of the living conditions in
Africa.
“Better knowledge about the living conditions would mean
better tools in fighting poverty”, says Adel Daoud, poverty re
searcher and project leader of two projects funded by the
Swedish Research Council and Formas with the ambition to
create an algorithm that can look at satellite images and tell us
the status of both health and economic condition of the popu
lation in the area. Adel is also an affiliated researcher at Chal
mers Data Science and AI division.
The project is a collaboration between social scientists at the
University of Gothenburg and computer scientists at Chal
mers. Also, researchers from the Department of Statistics at
Harvard and from the Institute for Analytical Sociology, Lin
köping University will participate in the project. In the project
data from surveys and satellite images are linked together to
teach the AI-system how to detect different aspects of poverty.
The algorithm compares images from 1984 up to 2020.

poverty despite initiatives to rise from it. The AI system will
provide data that may be used to evaluate factors that have
impact on poverty and living conditions, like political deci
sions, infrastructural initiatives and more.
“Why are some governments better than others in fighting po
verty? Are there political strategies that are more successful
than others? Is there a railroad between villages that has im
proved living standards or has the government in the country
gone from an authoritarian regime to democracy?” says Adel
Daoud.
The prospects look good. Already the algorithms have proven
to be very efficient in supplying predictions of living standards.
"Our first results are very promising. In particular, we are ex
cited to see that our models are able to predict poverty levels at
different points in time than they were trained on. This takes
us closer to the goal of identifying poverty traps", says Fredrik
Johansson.

“The algorithm learns what is characteristic for places with
high poverty when viewed from above. It predicts what type of
fuel that is common, if cell phones are common, are there
hospitals and access to education? What are the most common
means of transportation and do people in general have bank
accounts in the area?”, says Fredrik Johansson, Assistant Pro
fessor at the Data Science and AI division, Chalmers.
A later part of the project deals with using the data to study so
called poverty traps, where societies seem to be in a loop of

Adel Daoud and Fredrik Johansson, Computer Science and
Engineering.
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When a patient is diagnosed with brain tumor there is still a challenge for the doctor to determine whether the tumor is benign or malignant, and what cell type of malignant tumor.
Professor Irene Gu creates algorithms to support doctors in determining type of tumor with no surgery needed.

AI @Chalmers Project spotlight

AI to predict brain cancer subtypes

Can AI technology assist medical doctors to predict brain cancer subtypes without biopsy? Creating algorithms that can predict the subtype of cancer Professor Irene Gu has reached high levels of correctness.

W

hen a patient is diagnosed with brain tumor there is
still a challenge for the doctor to determine whether
the tumor is benign or malignant, and what cell type
of malignant tumor. This step is crucial for deciding the kind of
treatment. To be totally sure, a small surgery is needed to make
a hole in the skull and take a piece of tissue from the tumor.
Irene Gu and her PhD students, have been collaborating with
Asgeir Jakola and his students for 3 years now. They have cre
ated algorithms that can predict the subtype of cancer, and
thus the possibility of avoiding invasive brain tissue biopsy. In
their research deep machine learning methods are used to
make the computer recognize and determine the type of tumor
through analyzing MR (magnetic resonance) images.
“If we can avoid taking a tissue from the brain, that will be
good both for reducing cost and the risk to patients”, says Irene
Gu.
Key is to reach a level of correct prediction as high as possible
entirely based on MR images, to make sure the algorithm
reaches similar performance as a medical doctor who uses
biopsy. Since it is a key step to determine the treatment it often
is a matter that significantly impacts the outcome for patient.
Prediction rates must be at least 95% to be considered clinical
ly useful.
“We are not quite there yet, but by working on different ways
of improving the algorithm I think we can exceed 90% very
soon” says Irene Gu.

efficient, reaching the similar performances with much less
training data. With access to more data from our international
collaborators in USA, France and Austria, I believe our pre
diction rate for 1p19q will increase significantly”, says Irene
Gu.
The group is using several different types of deep learning
methods to get the most out of the data they have access to.
One deep learning method called cycle GAN (generative ad
versarial network) is used for domain adaptation, which can
effectively combine smaller data sets into a larger one that im
proves the prediction on test data. Another deep learning
method GAN is used for is generating more MR images from
those they already have by creating synthetic ones. These MR
images have similar probability distribution as the real ones,
and also look similar to real MR images by medical doctors.
“When we added the synthetic MR images to the deep lear
ning algorithms, it turned out that a trained system has provi
ded higher test performance”, says Irene Gu.
She points out that what their prediction tools do is to help, but
not replace doctors with the diagnosis. The medical expert is
still the one to take the decision.
“Not only do I hope that with improved performance our re
sults will help people. It can also motivate our students to see
that they can contribute and help humanity”, says Irene Gu,
“Of course, we are grateful to our dedicated medical doctors
and Sahlgrenska University Hospital collaboration”.

The level of challenges for predicting tumors subtypes differ.
For one type of genomic alterations, called IDH (isocitrate de
hydrogenase) mutation, commonly detected in some cancer
types, her group is up to 88,8% prediction using AI, while for
another type of genomic alternations that is more difficult to
predict, called 1p19q co-deletion the group has reached about
75% prediction rate.
“Our team is among the leading teams in the world, obtained
high performance on test data within the top 10% reported
performance for predicting brain cancer subtypes like IDH
mutation and 1p19q co-deletion by using AI technology on MR
images. There are others that reach about the similar or slight
ly higher level, but they have much larger training dataset to
use in the deep learning algorithms. Our algorithms are more

Irene Gu, Electrical Engineering.
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Education

Chalmers Master's programmes
AI is an incredibly popular field among students at Chalmers, and courses in machine learning and AI
are to be fund in much of the University’s education. But there are two main Master’s programmes with a
stronger focus on AI than others: Systems, Control and Mechatronics and Data Science and AI.

W

ting information from large amounts of unstructured data and
AI is about developing self-learning intelligent computer pro
grams. When you have large amounts of data you will need AI
to make use of it and AI, in turn, needs large amounts of data
to function.

“The cameras came and with them machine learning to under
stand what the cameras see”, says Knut Åkesson, responsible
for the Master’s programme.

“You can find AI in many of the Master’s programmes at
Chalmers. We focus on developing tools for data science and
AI”, says Marina Axelson-Fisk, responsible for the Master’s
programme.

Five years ago, the program started to offer a deep machine
learning course and some time later also a course in computer
vision.

Despite its short time the programme is already one of Chal
mers most popular Master’s programmes.

SYSTEMS, CONTROL AND MECHATRONICS
hen this programme started, a few years ago, focus
was on building models and control technology to
manage systems, but since then, sensors have gotten
more and more attention.

The program equips the student with a toolbox of methods and
skills in knowing what tool suits for solving what problem.

“Our topic is very hot right now. There is a great need from
industry of competence in both Data Science and AI, it is new
and has a kind of a sci-fi touch to it and it is also very wide, with
a wide range of applications. You can work within almost any
industry if you know Data Science and AI”, says Marina Axel
son-Fisk.

“Sometimes you need to use optimisation, sometimes reinfor
cement learning and sometimes deep machine learning. Our
students all get these pieces to choose that proper tool”, says
Knut Åkesson.

The programme is growing rapidly. It started with 30 students,
and doubled the second year to 60, and still there are far from
enough places to be sufficient for both the pressure from stu
dents and from industry.

Number of students: Approximately 110 -120/semester

“One of the companies that we collaborate with said they wan
ted to employ all our students. I think it is important that the
competence is spread to many different branches, but it tells
much about what situation we have right now”, says Marina
Axelson-Fisk.

“We have chosen to build our strength within sensors since
there has been a tremendous development in the last couple of
years within the field” says Knut Åkesson.

DATA SCIENCE AND AI
Starting in 2019, this programme is very new. The first group
of students have just started their Master theses, and the se
cond group of students have just started their education.

Number of students: 60/semester

The programme merges Data Science and AI since there is a
big overlap between these fields. Data Science is about extrac

Knut Åkesson, Systems, control and mechatronics

Marina Axelson-Fisk, Data Science and AI

Education

AI Competence for Sweden
As AI is a fast growing field and many industries are discovering more and more opportunities to apply
AI in their organisations, AI Competence for Sweden is a platform for lifelong learning where Swedish
universities offer education for the society and industry.

I

n 2018 the Swedish government took the initiative to esta
blish a portal for gathering education with academic quali
ty in AI for continuing education for the Swedish industry
and society in large. Chalmers was appointed to coordinate,
and Professor Jan Smith became the one to lead the coordina
tion.
“Initiatives for lifelong learning are essential for Sweden, es
pecially to educate working professionals at all levels in AI, a
field that will have a huge impact on all levels of society”, says
Jan Smith.
AI Competence for Sweden is working together with 10
Swedish universities, and all courses are arranged by the par
ticipating universities. Most of the courses are free of charge
and adjusted to be wide in terms of level of prior knowledge,
from AI-engineers to management level. There is also a great
variety of designs of the courses, ranging from lunch seminars
to longer courses at different levels.

online. It has been an effort to make this transition, but it
might also have made our network even more accessible and
interesting to be a part of”, says Jan Smith.
The most popular courses are the general ones and they have
high participation. A challenge for AI Competence is having
enough teachers to meet these demands.
“AI is really exploding, and the funding for teaching isn’t
keeping up the pace. We need more teachers to meet the de
mand from society and industry and to really stay on track
with the very important ambition of lifelong learning”, says
Jan Smith.
The AI Competence portal, where you find all education, is
reached at ai-competence.se/.
Professor Dag Wedelin at the

participants' prior knowledge and to

Department of Computer Science

the actual needs at their workplaces”.

and Engineering is a lecturer in Data

“2020 was for us, like many others, the year we really went

Science and AI and was awarded
Lecturer of the year in professional
education.
The jury’s motivation: “Dag Wedelin
has deep knowledge of data science,
as well as a developed sense of how
people can grasp a difficult subject.
He has developed and given inspiring
lectures in subjects as data science
and artificial intelligence. Dag
Wedelin emphasizes that it is important to use the right tools to tackle the
issues companies are facing. In his
lectures, he is adapting to the

Jan Smith, coordinator AI Competence for Sweden.

Dag Wedelin
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CHAIR 2021 and beyond
In June 2021 CHAIR will complete its interim period and enter its next phase. The interim period has
been used to establish the Centre. In the next phase CHAIR aims to grow into a vibrant platform for
communication, dissemination and community building.

C

entral components of the interim phase include sup
porting the recruitment of AI researchers at Chal
mers; initiating collaboration with core partners and
launching the CHAIR consortium; building collaborations
with different research groups at Chalmers; setting up and
supporting activities that create engagement around AI, like
project calls, seminars and workshops.
In the next phase CHAIR aims to grow into a vibrant plat
form for communication, dissemination and community buil
ding; cultivating CHAIR activities at Chalmers to increase
internal engagement and cross-institutional collaborations;
developing the consortium as well as extending the focus on
external collaborations with Chalmers researchers more bro

adly; and supporting the development of ambitious research
programs able to attract collaborators and funding and with
potential to accelerate CHAIR's transition into an internatio
nally recognized AI research center.
From 2021, the management group has been strengthened
with three AI researchers, Rebecka Jörnsten, Mathematical
Sciences, Fredrik Johansson, Computer Science and Engine
ering, and Fredrik Kahl, Electrical Engineering. The CHAIR
advisory board has also seen changes, with two international
AI researchers joining, Tony Jebara, Vice President of Machi
ne Learning at Spotify, and Andreas Krause, Professor of
Computer Science at ETH Zürich.

"AI research is growing in Sweden like
never before, not least at Chalmers.
What is so thrilling about AI in particular, is its potential for impact in so many
fields. I want CHAIR to be a great asset
toward this end, acting as a catalyst for
collaborative AI research and education across the university. Connecting
researchers from different disciplines
and involving more students and researchers in CHAIR activities will be key in
realising the full potential of current
and future investments.
—Fredrik Johansson

More and more scientific disciplines are
affected by the steady progress of AI research. The interest in taking part in this
development from Chalmers researchers has been overwhelming as can be
witnessed by the many new AI projects
and activities that CHAIR has supported in its initial phase. I look forward to
the next phase where I will work to support and catalyse new collaborations
and to build up a vibrant platform for
excellent AI research.

CHAIR and the many ongoing national
AI initiatives have created a very enthusiastic and entrepreneurial atmosphere
at Chalmers. I look forward to being a
part of the continuing build-up of
CHAIR as an obvious portal that links
AI competence to real-life challenges. I
want CHAIR to be an inclusive and
cooperative environment, where research challenges that AI presents are met
through the merging of competence
across multiple disciplines

—Fredrik Kahl

—Rebecka Jörnsten

Fredrik Johansson, CHAIR

Fredrik Kahl, CHAIR

Rebecka Jörnsten, CHAIR
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Appendix

ACTIVE CHAIR PROJECTS IN 2020
Below is a short summary of each project being active in 2020. The projects are grouped according to their
types, characterised by their funding. In total 27 projects are presented. In addition, nine projects conducted
by FCC and indirectly funded by CHAIR are presented.
PhD projects started in 2020

Interim operational team packages

Learning & Understanding Human-Centered Robotic Manipulation Strategies, PhD project

Geometric Deep Learning, PostDoc project

PI: Karinne Ramirez-Amaro, Electrical Engineering, Chalmers
Human-robot collaboration is one of the most promising appli
cations of autonomous robots. For this, robots need to interact
with humans in a meaningful, flexible and adaptable manner,
especially when new situations are faced. Currently, the new
emerging technologies such as virtual reality and wearable devi
ces allow capturing natural human movements of multiple
users. Then, the next generation of learning methods should
take advantage of and bootstrap the learning of new activities
by adapting to the massive processing of information obtained
from these enhanced sensors.

The project aims to investigate how inherent geometrical pro
perties of the data can be incorporated in deep learning
methods. To be concrete, consider a supervised learning task.
The data set having an ‘inherent geometrical property’ can
mathematically expressed as the labels depending either invari
antly or equivariantly on the data point with respect to some
group action. Can this invariance/equivariance be guaranteed
by a certain architecture design? Convolutional neural networks
are in fact an example of such an architecture – if the input ima
ge is translated, the output of a convolutional layer is translated
with it.

Intelligent agents that learn from their past experiences, PhD
project

AI-Integromics: Interpretable Deep Modeling for Systems
Biology, Postdoc/PhD project

PI: Karinne Ramirez-Amaro, Electrical Engineering, Chalmers

PI: Rebecka Jörnsten, Mathematical Sciences, Chalmers

Embodied Artificial Intelligence is a multidisciplinary area that
requires the cooperation of different fields such as computer sci
ence, engineering, robotics and dynamical systems. This PhD
thesis will develop a novel learning algorithm to allow high-level
intelligence, such as problem-solving and reasoning to be app
lied to real-world physical systems, e.g. robots. Mainly, this work
will be focused on investigating learning methods on the seman
tic aspects of intelligence to develop general purpose solutions
for robotic applications.

We aim to provide AI solutions for Integromics that are effecti
ve and interpretable. To this end, an AI-Integromics approach
should predict phenotypes for in-house data, attribute predicti
ve strength to the multi-omics source data, yet also provide a
mapping to extensive public data resources to facilitate drug
re-purposing. We propose a complete AI-Integromics pipeline,
constituting a novel framework that combines research on
structured regularization of deep NNs and GANs with semi-pa
rametric modeling in statistics.

Dexterous robot assistant for everyday physical object manipulation, PhD project

CHAIR starting grant

PI: Yasemin Bekiroglu, Electrical Engineering, Chalmers
The project will focus on robotic grasping and manipulation, a
challenging sub-area of robotics, with a strong potential to have
a large positive impact on society. The applications of robotic
manipulation range from assistive robotics, taking care of elder
ly and disabled people, and helping humans with day-to-day
tasks, to automating manufacturing and replacing humans at
tedious and dangerous jobs. The project will build novel metho
dologies, advancing the state of the art, to realize a robust robo
tic system that can achieve complex manipulation tasks in high
clutter and occlusions operating with complex objects, e.g. de
formable, articulated, autonomously; extend its repertoire of
such by acquiring new skills; encode knowledge from experien
ce; build goal-oriented behaviours with dexterity and high level
reasoning and planning capabilities; and re-plan the execution
cycle to robustly cope with unexpected events and failures.

PI: Fredrik Kahl, Electrical Engineering, Chalmers

Vision and machine learning for collaborative robotics, PhD
project
PI: Knut Åkesson, Electrical Engineering, Chalmers
In this project, vision capabilities using machine learning for
collaborative robots are developed. At the request of Volvo
Group Truck, the scope of the project changed somewhat after
the initial application to focus more on the autonomous trans
port robots that will interact with the collaborative robots for
loading and unloading of parts instead of focusing exclusively
on the collaborative robots. Computer vision and machine lear
ning for analysis are still relevant, but new topics have been ad
ded, for example, real-time planning of a large robot-fleet.
Software Engineering for AI/ML/DL, PhD project
PI: Jan Bosch, Computer Science and Engineering, Chalmers
Developing and deploying industry-strength, production-quali
ty ML/DL models is challenging as real-world contexts cause
challenges not identified by theoretical research. The AI engi
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neering project addresses this by studying some of these chal
lenges, specifically federated learning and autonomously impro
ving systems using reinforcement learning. Rather than studying
the algorithms per se, we study the challenges that occur in in
dustrial contexts and develop solutions.
CHAIR Consortium Seed Projects 2020
Explicating and Measuring Data Degradation Effects on ML
PI: Christian Berger, Computer Science and Engineering, Chalmers
The amount of data from a prototypical self-driving car as of
today can easily exceed 0.75GB/s due to high-resolution came
ras, laser scanners, and radars. Keeping the size of such datasets
small requires lossy data compression, which results in degra
ded data quality. However, using degraded quality data samples
to train and evaluate ML-based algorithms increases the risk of
potentially unexplainable behavior when integrated with the
real system later, where non-degraded quality is present. The
main objective for this project is to systematically quantify and
model the impact of degraded data quality on ML-based algo
rithms as imposed by lossy video streams.
AI and Missingness in Diagnostics for Alzheimer’s Disease
PI: Fredrik Johansson, Computer Science and Engineering,
Chalmers Alzheimer's disease is a chronic neurodegenerative
disease estimated to be the root cause of up to 70% of dementia
cases. A previous project at Chalmers demonstrated the feasibi
lity of predicting Alzheimer’s progression from readily available
clinical variables and identified significant challenges in dealing
with missing values. This project intends to advance the hand
ling of missing values in an application to progression modelling
by: 1) Exploring the limits for statistical imputation of clinical
time-series data using the ADNI AD data set. 2) Developing
expert-in-the-loop methods for identification of proxy relations
between features. 3) Applying temporal latent space models to
disease dynamics.
Learning to Solve Robust Visual Odometry
PI: Huu Le, Electrical Engineering, Chalmers
Robust Visual Odometry (VO) lies at the core of many autono
mous driving (AD) systems. Due to the presence of outlying
measurements, VO algorithms must be highly robust against
outliers. Existing classical approaches usually require solving
large-scale non-convex and non-linear least squares problems.
Therefore, an algorithm can be trapped at poor local minima.
Moreover, optimizing such large-scale problems is also com
putationally expensive. The objective of this project is to impro
ve the overall performance of existing VO methods by combi
ning classical models with learning-based algorithms to achieve
new algorithms with fast convergence, while possessing a strong
ability to escape poor local minima.
Robust Federated Learning against Low-quality and Corrupted Data
PI: Jun Li, Electrical Engineering, Chalmers
Federated learning (FL) brings great potentials for privacy-pre
serving machine learning (ML), but its accuracy is degraded
significantly by clients’ low-quality and/or corrupted data. The
main objective of this project is to improve the robustness of FL
against low-quality and corrupted data. Specifically, we will fo

cus on cognitive client selection strategies to assure the high-qu
ality and trusted data can be fully utilized.
Online Lithium-ion Battery State of Health Prognostics
PI: Kun Gao, Architecture and Civil Engineering, Chalmers
To ensure the battery safety and reliability in operation, it is of
great importance to be able to online estimate state of health
(SoH) and predict its remaining useful life (RUL) of lithium-ion
batteries. This proposal aims to address two aspects. First, we
aim to develop and train a deep learning model that is able to
learn the relationship between battery capacity and partial char
ge/discharge. Second, a deep learning model will be developed
to learn the long-term internal dependencies of capacity degra
dation trajectories for RUL predictions as per a small set of ear
ly-cycle data.
Automatic data validation in data-streams for machine learning
PI: Lucy Ellen Lwakatare, Computer Science and Engineering,
Chalmers
This project proposal ‘AutoDV’ focuses on methods and techni
ques of ensuring high-quality input data and efficient handling
of data errors in data pipelines of machine learning (ML) pro
jects. Data errors (e.g., deviations of data at inference from sour
ce data) are common in real-world applications and the errors
affect the predictive quality of deployed ML models, especially
for highly dynamic data. Validating the quality of data is crucial
for establishing the trustworthiness of data pipelines, but is
mostly a challenging task for complex real-world AI-based app
lications. State-of-the-art solutions require explicit domain ex
pertise, and often do not work with unstructured input data that
lacks meaningful schemas (e.g., images). In real-world applica
tions, the existing solutions are limited because data changes
over time, and domain knowledge are often incomplete. Fur
thermore, our preliminary research showed that the existing
solutions do not support data validation in data streams, and
automatic retrieval of failed data points, including strategies for
handling the errors is often not provided. The idea defined by
this proposal is to define, develop, and demonstrate data quality
validation techniques and methods of data stream sources of
ML data based on a selected set of real-world ML applications.
Using EEG to label HRV data for detection of Delayed Cerebral
Ischema in Stroke Patients
PI: Miroslaw Staron, Computer Science and Engineering, Chalmers
This project addresses problems with labelling of HRV data with
events related to the patient’s cerebral diseases. We plan to map
methods and techniques to use for highly reliable labelling of conti
nuously streamed HRV signals from individual patients to the events
that happen in the patient’s brain by interpreting the EEG signals.
We conduct a series of participatory observations (sv: auskulera) at
the SU:s Neurointensive Care Unit and Clinical Neuroscience. These
give us the understanding of how toolchains for collecting, processing
and visualizing of ECG and HRV are used in practice for setting di
agnoses about Delayed Cerebral Ischema and related diseases.
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Yata – Intelligent systems to improve and support education
PI: Simon Pettersson Fors, Physics, Chalmers
The corona epidemic has not only disrupted society but also
conventional education. The crisis has highlighted several edu
cational problems such as challenges to design secure grading
methods, teacher workloads and student uncertainty. These
challenges may be solved by connected and intelligent systems
based on Big Data and Machine Learning. However, a main ob
stacle to develop such systems is to collect high-resolution data
on students’ learning patterns. The digital learning environme
nt Yata makes it possible to collect student data without being
invasive on the learning process. In this project we use the data
collection opportunities from Yata to study the combination of
Data Analysis, Machine Learning and education. In particular,
we extend Yata’s data collection technology, analyze groups in
the data set and investigate different Machine Learning models
to predict student outcomes. By understanding these areas, edu
cational applications may be designed to support teachers and
students and to develop more effective education.
Enhanced Security and Privacy for Wireless Federated Learning

clear guarantees about their behaviour. This situation is unac
ceptable, as ML algorithms will increasingly be deployed in sa
fety critical systems, for example in autonomous vehicles. In this
project, we aim to develop new methods of testing and verifying
machine learning algorithms and to kickstart our group’s appli
cation of its expertise in testing and formal verification in the
area of AI/ML.
Energy-based models for supervised deep neural networks
and their applications
PI: Christopher Zach, Electrical Engineering, Chalmers
Despite deep learning-based methods being the state-of-the-art
in many AI-related applications, there is a lack of consensus of
how to understand and interpret deep neural networks in order
to reason about their strengths and weaknesses. Energy-based
models in machine learning have a long tradition as a framework
to learn from unlabeled data, i.e. unsupervised learning. The
purpose of this project is to enrich our understanding of deep
machine learning with the help of energy-based models, where
we build on existing experience of relating feed-forward deep
networks and EBMs (Zach & Estellers, 2019; Høier & Zach,
2020; Zach & Le, 2020).

PI: Sina Rezaei Aghdam, Electrical Engineering, Chalmers
The main objective of this research is to come up with efficient
solutions for alleviating security and privacy threats in wireless
federated learning. We aim at developing solutions in the physi
cal layer of the wireless communication system that can provide
improvements in terms of security and privacy. Inspired by the
ideas in the physical layer security literature, our intention is to
study if the inherent randomness due to channel fluctuations,
distortion and noise introduced by the transceiver hardware can
be exploited using carefully designed transmission schemes/
protocols to make the federated learning robust to privacy and
security threats.
CHAIR PhD Call 2019
Information theory of deep neural networks, PhD project
PI: Giuseppe Durisi, Electrical Engineering, Chalmers
Over the last decade, deep-learning algorithms have dramati
cally improved the state of the art in many machine-learning
problems, including computer vision, speech recognition, natu
ral language processing, and audio recognition. Despite their
success, however, there is no satisfactory mathematical theory
that explains the functioning of such algorithms. Indeed, a com
mon critique is that deep-learning algorithms are often used as
black box, which is unsatisfactory in all applications for which
performance guarantees are critical (e.g., traﬃc-safety applica
tions). The purpose of this project is to increase our theoretical
understanding of deep neural networks. This will be done by
relying on tools of information theory—the area of expertise of
the PI, Giuseppe Durisi—and focusing on speciﬁc tasks that are
relevant to computer vision—the area of expertise of the co-PI,
Fredrik Kahl.
Verification of Machine Learning Algorithms, PostDoc Project
PI: Mary Sheeran, Computer Science and Engineering, Chalmers
It has long been known that our ability to develop and deploy
machine learning (ML) algorithms outpaces our ability to make

Understanding and Overcoming the Limitations of Convolutional Neural Networks for Visual Localization
PI: Torsten Sattler, Electrical Engineering, Chalmers
The aim of this project is threefold: (1) based on well-known
principles of multi-view geometry, develop a theoretical under
standing why absolute camera pose regression techniques are
far less accurate than state-of-the-art visual localization techni
ques, (2) use this theoretical understanding to develop more ac
curate pose regressors (if possible), (3) transfer knowledge to
other areas of AI. (4) very recently, privacy-preserving visual
localization techniques were proposed and we decided to also
cover them in this project due to the chance for immediate im
pact. Particularly, we show that a current scene representation is
not truly privacy-preserving, pointing to the need for further
research.
Stochastic continuous-depth neural networks
PI: Moritz Schauer, Mathematical Sciences, Chalmers
In this project we advance the understanding of deep neural
networks through the investigation of stochastic conti
nuous-depth neural networks. These can be thought of as deep
neural networks (DNN) composed of infinitely many stochastic
layers, where each single layer only brings about a gradual
change to the output of the preceding layers. We will analyse
such stochastic continuous-depth neural networks using tools
from stochastic calculus and Bayesian statistics. From that, we
will derive practically relevant and novel training algorithms for
stochastic DNNs with the aim to capture the uncertainty associ
ated with the predictions of the network.

Deep learning approximate Bayesian computation
PI: Umberto Picchini, Mathematical Sciences, Chalmers
The project is about simulation-based inference. We construct
flexible methodology for parameter inference in models that do
not allow for analytically tractable statistical inference. In prac
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tice we construct deep neuronal networks (DNNs) to learn fea
tures of stochastic dynamical models that do not have a tracta
ble likelihood function. Specifically, we leverage the expressive
approximation power of our DNNs to extract information from
time-series data, both Markovian and not-Markovian. We will
work in a Bayesian framework, to produce a plug-and-play eng
ine based on a “likelihood-free” framework called approximate
Bayesian computation (ABC).
CHAIR and AoA Transport PostDoc call 2019
STOchastic Traffic Networks
PI: Annika Lang, Mathematical Sciences, Chalmers
Understanding efficiency and behavior aspects in partially au
tomated (vehicular) technology in large-scale (traffic) context is
an unsolved problem nowadays. Our main goal is to develop
learning methods for uncertain traffic networks. We will rely on
interdisciplinary approaches between mathematics (stochastic
Partial Differential Equations sPDE), traffic flow theory (con
servation vehicular laws, network efficiency) and probabilistic
machine leaning concepts. We propose to learn the parameter
variation and solution of sPDE network models. Whilst lear
ning parameters will deliver a probabilistic picture of partially
automated traffic networks in terms of congestion, driver beha
vior, network capacity, learning the solutions of such models
enables us to short term predict traffic network behavior.
AI for Analysis for Naturalistic Driving Data
PI: Christopher Zach, Electrical Engineering, Chalmers
The purpose of this project is to apply AI to big naturalistic da
tasets (naturalistic data is data collected by road users while fol
lowing their daily routine) for the automated extraction of hu
man state and intention from videos. Although previous work
addressed glance behavior, emotions and secondary tasks, the
results are still too preliminary and limited to support automa
ted vehicles. This project will make a major step forward in this
effort leveraging on the complementary expertise of the PIs and
their groups and the unique data available at SAFER.
Privacy-Protected Machine Learning for Transport Systems
PI: Elad Michael Schiller, Computer Science and Engineering,
Chalmers
This interdisciplinary project addresses forward-looking chal
lenges in machine learning (ML) using prevailing and methodo
logies from the areas of computer security and distributed sys
tems. Current ML implementations often need to collect a large
amount of information that can be privacy-sensitive, before app
lying ML algorithms. It is a common practice to sanitize such
privacy-sensitive information. However, there were numerous
reports about cases in which by combining sanitized datasets
turned out to violate privacy requirements. This project will
seek to develop privacy- protected manipulation-resilient ML
solutions. The project will provide imperative privacy-preser
ving analytics tools needed for working with ML in the automo
tive industry.

Real-Time Robust and AdaptIve Learning in ElecTric VEhicles
PI: Morteza Haghir Chehreghani, Computer Science and Engineering, Chalmers
This project is concerned with real-time learning in electric ve
hicles, focusing on modelling the energy consumption in realis
tic traffic conditions, e.g. taking into account the impact of
weather, wind, temperature, logistics mission, etc. Due to
limited battery capacity, energy consumption is very important
for electric vehicles. Hence, planning and designing energy-awa
re navigation tools plays a critical role in this area. To achieve
this, a key step is to model the energy consumption in different
conditions, in particular in an online and incremental way.
AI Projects from FCC
AutoSPADA – Automotive Stream Processing and Distributed Analytics, OODIDA (FFI-electronics, software, and com
munication, co-applicant, main applicant/coordinator: Ivana
Jern, Volvo Cars).
Funding period: 2020-2022.
Amount: 4MSEK (of 7.9MSEK).
Partners: Volvo Cars, Alkit, Chalmers.
The aim of the AutoSPADA project is to design, develop, and
implement scalable and flexible new methods and platforms for
the realization of automotive distributed data analytics and data
stream processing involving both in-vehicle, near-vehicle (edge/
fog) and back-end (cloud) computing resources, building on the
momentum generated by the methods and proof-of-concept in
frastructure developed in the OODIDA project.
AI Based Decision Support for LSS (Start Your AI Journey!
Program - Governmental Organisations).
Funding Period: 2020-2021.
Amount: 450kSEK.
Partner: Mölndals Stad.
The overall goal of the project is to develop and implement
machine learning methods that can identify and summarize his
torical cases that are similar to a new case handled by an admi
nistrator. By using methods based on natural language proces
sing in combination with search engines, it is possible to identify
similar cases in historical data and to summarize the content for
the administrator.
Digitaliserad Sodapanna II, (Strategic Innovation Program PiiA).
Funding period: 2020-2022.
Amount: 459kSEK (of 2.095MSEK).
Partners: Acosense AB, Nordic Paper Bäckhammar AB, SootTech
AB.
The objective is to develop an analysis and visualization tool in or
der to efficiently handle variations in black liquor based on its
bio-content and its injection into recovery boilers utilizing non-in
vasive acoustic spectrum analysis. To make efficient use of the
bio-content in black liquor is seen as a key component in the conver
sion to get independent from fossil fuel. Today this potential asset is
not fully used due to challenges to monitor and control process va
riations. The goal for the project is to deliver a digital tool that - with
the help of machine learning - can handle these variations online
and by that making the change to bioeconomy possible.
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GuardTools Command and Control Autobot (Start Your AI
Journey! Programme - SME).
Funding Period: 2019-2020.

HMEM –Hierarchical Mixed Effects Modelling of Dynamical
Systems, (SSF Applied Mathematics program, co-applicant,
main applicant: Prof Bernt Wennberg).

Amount: 400kSEK.

Funding Period: 2014-2020.

Partner: Blue Mobile Systems AB.

Amount: 8.4 MSEK (of 20MSEK)

The aim of the project is to develop and implement ML- and
AI-methods, which based on present and historical data will aid
in the decision of what resources to provide when different
alarms are triggered. The resulting methods will be implemen
ted in Blue Mobile Systems GuardTools Command and Control
software, validated and compared with the current rule-based
solution.

Nonlinear mixed effects models are statistical models of a popu
lation of individuals, where the difference between individuals
is expressed in terms of one or more parameters, and where the
se parameters may be assumed to be independent between indi
viduals, however, chosen from a common distribution in the
population. The project has developed a method, which exten
sively improves accuracy, precision, and performance of gra
dient computations including uncertainty in dynamical system
equations using stochastic differential equations.

SUMMIT – SUstainability, sMart Maintenance and factory
desIgn Testbed (Strategic Innovation Program Production2030,
co-applicant, main applicant: Prof Björn Johansson).
Funding period: 2017-2021.
Amount: 2MSEK (of 8MSEK).
Partners: Chalmers, ATS AB, CEVT, Göteborg Energi AB,
HiS, KTH, Preem AB, Saab Aeronautics, Scania, Siemens, Sig
ma, SSAB, Volvo Cars.
SUMMIT aims at inviting Swedish industry to use the Virtual
Development Laboratory (VDL) at Chalmers to collaborate,
develop and showcase true digitalization benefits in the area of
sustainability (using eco-efficiency and circularity toolkits avai
lable), smart maintenance (using machine learning approaches
on top of the most recent developed software available) and
factory design (using newly developed workplace design and
layout software connected to real manufacturing data) to st
rengthen Swedish industries.
Learning Dynamical Systems for Personalized Nutrition (SSF
Research Institute PhD program, main applicant, co-applicant:
Rikard Landberg).
Funding period: 2019-2024.
Amount: 2.5MSEK.
In this project mixed effects dynamical systems modelling is
applied on metabolomics and gut microbiota data from control
led dietary intervention studies. This will help identify groups of
individuals with specific metabolic phenotypes and predictive
biomarkers of such groups will help guide towards optimal per
sonalized diets. Learning dynamical models from data includes
maximum likelihood estimation and Bayesian approaches using
both parametric and non-parametric techniques.
SA4.0 –Smart Assembly 4.0 (SSF Smart Systems program,
co-applicant, main applicant: Prof Rikard Söderberg).
Funding period: 2016-2021.
Amount: 3.6MSEK (of 32.1MSEK).
The objective of the project “Smart Assembly 4.0” is to realize
the idea of the autonomous, self-optimizing robotized assembly
factory, which maximizes quality and throughput, maintaining
flexibility and reducing cost, by a sensing, thinking and acting
strategy. The main result will be the “Smart Assembly 4.0” sys
tem software for sorting and self-adjusting equipment which
improves quality without tightening tolerances.

Optimization of building heating systems using artificial intelligence and model predictive control (Program: Digitalisering
möjliggör energi- och klimatomställningen)
Funding Period: 2020-2022.
Amount: 5MSEK.
Partner: Örebrobostäder AB, Chalmers, Göteborg Energi AB.
The objective of the project is to develop and implement AI ba
sed control systems for building heating systems. Traditional
control of heating systems is based on temperature curves that
translate outdoor temperatures to a supply temperature. By
using AI based technologies for controlling the heating systems
it is possible to obtain more stable inner temperatures, reduce
energy consumption, and to include dynamical comfort defini
tions. FCC has developed a framework which by utilizing histo
rical data can learn the dynamics of buildings and control the
heating system using both measured indoor temperatures and
external signals and constraints.
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LIST OF CHAIR EVENTS AND SEMINARS
In 2020 CHAIR organised 30 events
AI Talks
JUN 18 2020, Thomas Schön, Uppslala University, AI for research and some new results on deep regression
OCT 01 2020, Barbara Plank, IT University of Copenhagen, Learning across Adverse Conditions in Natural Language Processing
OCT 14 2020, Arthur Gretton, University Collage London, Learning to generate realistic-looking images
NOV 12 2020, Aravind Srinivasan, University of Maryland, College Park, Fairness in AI and in Algorithms
NOV 19 2020, Bill Dally, Nvidia, Domain-Specific Accelerators
NOV 26 2020, Nicolò Cesa-Bianchi, Università degli Studi di Milano, Cooperation in networks of learning agents
DEC 17 2020, Michael I. Jordan, University of California, Berkeley, The Decision-Making Side of Machine Learning: Computatio
nal, Inferential and Economic Perspectives
Spotlight research seminars
JUN 12 2020, Ross King, Automating Science using Robot Scientists
AUG 21 2020, Marija Furdek, How can machine learning make optical communication networks more secure?
AUG 28 2020, Karinne Ramirez-Amaro, AI meets Robotics - Robots that Reason about Human Activities
SEP 25 2020, Morteza Haghir Chehreghani, Adaptive Information Acquisition and Sequential Decision Making in AI
OCT 09 2020, Simon Olsson, Machine learning for the molecular sciences
NOV 06 2020, Ashkan Panahi, Dynamics of Machine Learning: Toward Demystifying Neural Networks
NOV 20 2020, Yasemin Bekiroglu, Learning from vision and touch for robotic grasping and manipulation
AI Ethics seminars
JAN 7 2020, Jim Tørresen, University of Oslo, Norway, How to achieve ethically good artificial intelligence research and develop
ment?
FEB 25 2020, Gordana Dodig Crnkovic, AI From Philosophy to Ethics to Law to Technology and Back – Thoughts from a Euro
pean Perspective
MAY 19 2020, Jaan Tallinn, Skype and Olle Häggström, Chalmers, A conversation about AI risk and AI ethics in the age of
covid-19
SEP 15 2020, Francis Lee, The problem with FAT (Fairness, Accountability, and Transparency) OCT 20 2020, Pontus Strimling and
Olle Häggström, A conversation about (mostly) near-term societal effects of AI
NOV 17 2020, Kathryn Strong Hansen, What Fiction Can Teach Us About AI Ethics
DEC 01 2020, Stefan Larsson, Lund University, Ethics guidelines as a tool for AI governance - EU and its member states
DEC 15 2020, Seán Ó hÉigeartaigh and Olle Häggström, A conversation on AI governance and AI risk AI Ethics
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Seminars and workshops
MAR 03 2020, Abdenour Hadid, University of Oulu, and Visvanathan Ramesh, Goethe University Frankfurt, New frontiers of AI
MAR 10 2020, Chalmers Consortium Kick-off
JUN 16 2020, Workshop 2020, The 32nd annual workshop of the Swedish Artificial Intelligence Society (SAIS)
SEP 23 2020, Workshop 2020, AI to meet the challenges of healthcare, a matchmaking workshop for Chalmers and Sahlgrenska
University Hospital/Academy
SEP 30 2020, Workshop Project opportunities with AI Sweden
OCT 12 2020, Workshop, Two Facets of Learning Robust Models: Fundamental Limits and Generalization to Natural Languages
OCT 15 2020, Ericsson and CHAIR - AI Matchmaking Workshop
NOV 03 2020, CHAIR Annual Workshop 2020
NOV 13 2020, Workshop, CHAIR Matchmaking workshop - Volvo Cars, Volvo Group, CEVT
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LIST OF CHAIR RESEARCHERS
A list of all researchers at Chalmers that took part in projects or activities in 2020 and are funded by Chalmers
AI Research Centre. In total 76 researchers from 7 departments actively participated in CHAIR in 2020.
Aikaterini Mitrokotsa, Associate Professor, Computer Science and Engineering
Aiswarya raj Munappy, PhD student, Computer Science and Engineering
Alexandre Graell i amat, Professor, Communication Systems group, Electrical Engineering
Ann Lillieström, Data Secience engineer, Computer Science and Engineering
Annika Lang, Associate Professor, Mathematical Sciences
Ashkan Panahi, Assistant Professor, Computer Science and Engineering
Axel Flinth, Postdoc, Electrical Engineering
Azam Sheikh Muhammed, Data Secience engineer, Computer Science and Engineering
Balázs Adam Kulcsár, Professor, Electrical engineering
Che-Tsung Lin, Postdoc, Electrical Engineering
Christian Berger, Associate professor, Computer Science and Engineering.
Christopher Zach, Research Professor, Electrical Engineering
Christos Dimitrakakis, Senior Researcher, Computer Science and Engineering
David Bosch, PhD student, Computer Science and Engineering
Devdatt Dubhashi, Professor, Computer Science and Engineering
Dorian Staudt, PhD Student, Electrical Engineering
Elad Schiller, Associate professor, Computer Science and Engineering
Emil Carlsson, PhD student, Computer Science and Engineering
Emmanuel Dean, Senior researcher, Electrical Engineering
Firooz Shahriari mehr, PhD student, Computer Science and Engineering
Fredrik Hellström, PhD student, Electrical Engineering
Fredrik Johansson, Assistant Professor, Computer Science and Engineering
Fredrik Kahl, Professor, Electrical Engineering
Gerardo Schneider, Professor, Computer Science and Engineering
Giuseppe Durisi, Professor, Department of Electrical Engineering
Gordana Dodig Crnkovic, Professor, Computer Science and Engineering
Henk Wymeersch, Professor, Electrical Engineering
Hongyi Zhang, PhD student, Computer Science and Engineering
Huu Le, Postdoc, Electrical Engineering
Irene Yu-Hua Gu, Professor, Electrical Engineering
Ivan Torres Rodriguez, PhD student, Electrical Engineering
Ivica Crnkovic, Professor, Computer Science and Engineering
Jan Bosch, Professor, Computer Science and Engineering
Jennifer Alvén, PhD student, Electrical Engineering
Jonatan Kallus, PhD student, Mathematical Sciences
Jun Li, Researcher, Electrical Engineering
Karen Baca, Data Science Engineer, Computer Science and Engineering
Karinne Ramirez Amaro, Assistant Professor, Electrical Engineering
Karl de Fine Licht, Senior lecturer, Technology Management and Economics
Knut Åkesson, Professor, Electrical engineering
Kolbjörn Tunström, Docent, Coordinator, Computer Science and Engineering
Kun Gao, Postdoc, Architecture and Civil Engineering
Kunal Chelani, PhD student, Electrical Engineering
Lars Öhrström, Professor, Chemistry and Chemical Engineering, Inorganic chemistry
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Liang Dai, PostDoc, Computer Science and Engineering
Lucy Ellen Lwakatare, Postdoc, Computer Science and Engineering
Marija Furdek Prekratic, Assistant Professor, Electrical Engineering
Mary Sheeran, Professor, Computer Science and Engineering
Maximilian Diehl, PhD student, Electrical Engineering
Mike Pereira, PostDoc, Mathematical Sciences
Miroslaw Staron, Professor, Computer Science and Engineering
Moritz Schauer, Associate senior lecturer, Mathematical Sciences
Morteza Haghir Chehreghani, Associate professor, Computer Science and Engineering
Nora Speicher, Data Secience engineer, Computer Science and Engineering
Olle Häggström, Professor, Mathematical Sciences
Oscar Ivarsson, Data Science engineer, Computer Science and Engineering
Oskar Eklund, PhD student, Mathematical Sciences
Petar Jovanovski, PhD student, Mathematical Sciences
Pinar Boyraz Baykas, Associate Professor, Mechanics and Maritime Sciences
Rebecka Jörnsten, Professor, Mathematical Sciences
Robin Teigland, Professor, Technology Management and Economics
Ross King, Professor, Biology and Biological Engineering
Rolf Green, PhD student, Computer Science and Engineering
Sabino Francesco Roselli, PhD student, Electrical Engineering
Sahar Mohajerani, Assistant Professor, Electrical Engineering
Sebastien Gros, Associate Professor, Electrical engineering
Shiliang Zhang, Postdoc, Computer Science and Engineering
Simon Pedersen, PhD student, Electrical Engineering
Sina Rezaei Aghdam, Postdoc, Electrical Engineering
Torsten Sattler, Associate Professor, Electrical Engineering
Umberto Picchini, Associate Professor, Mathematical Sciences
Vilhelm Verendel, Research engineer, Computer Science and Engineering
Yasemin Bekiroglu, Assistant Professor, Electrical Engineering
Yiannis Karayiannidis, Assistant Professor, Electrical engineering
Yinan Yu, PostDoc, Computer Science and Engineering
Ze Zhang, PhD student, Electrical Engineering
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LIST OF AI PUBLICATIONS AT CHALMERS
PUBLISHED AI PAPERS IN 2020
A Aylward, K., Mackinnon, S. & Lundh, M. (2020). Preventing Unruly Techno
logies in Maritime Navigation: A Systems Approach. Advances in Intelligent
Systems and Computing. [https://research.chalmers.se/en/publication/520967]
Abbaspour, S., Linden, M., Gholamhosseini, H., Naber, A. & Ortiz-Catalan, M.
(2020). Evaluation of surface EMG-based recognition algorithms for decoding
hand movements. Medical and Biological Engineering and Computing. [https://
research.chalmers.se/en/publication/514177]
Agustin Mista, C. (2020). Automated Derivation of Random Generators for Al
gebraic Data Types. Licentiate Thesis. [https://research.chalmers.se/en/publica
tion/515535]

STATISTICS

The publications are taken from research.chalmers.se library using
an AI program developed and trained on SCOPUS library.
2018

2019

2020

95

147

219

No of Chalmers authors

156

213

262

No of external co-authors

145

224

341

No of external institutions

84

119

179

No of AI publications

No of CHAIR researchers

40

76

No of publications from CHAIR researchers

34

69

Alberto Luna Pacho, J., Falkenberg, O., Gros, S. & Schild, A. (2020). Wind tur
bine fatigue reduction based on economic-tracking NMPC with direct ANN fa
tigue estimation. Renewable Energy. [https://research.chalmers.se/en/publica
tion/516861]

COOPERATION WITH EXTERNAL INSTITUTIONS

Aldenhoff, W. (2020). Detection and classification of sea ice from spaceborne
multi-frequency synthetic aperture radar imagery and radar altimetry. Doctoral
Thesis. [https://research.chalmers.se/en/publication/515647]

Academic partner, number of common publications

Almulla, H. & Gay, G. (2020). Learning How to Search: Generating Excep
tion-Triggering Tests Through Adaptive Fitness Function Selection. 2020 IEEE
13th International Conference on Software Testing, Validation and Verification
(ICST). [https://research.chalmers.se/en/publication/519497]
Alvén, J. (2020). Combining Shape and Learning for Medical Image Analysis.
Doctoral Thesis. [https://research.chalmers.se/en/publication/514224]
Andersson, C. & Mrkvicka, T. (2020). Inference for cluster point processes with
over- or under-dispersed cluster sizes. Statistics and Computing. [https://resear
ch.chalmers.se/en/publication/519557]
Andreotti, E., Boyraz Baykas, P. & Selpi, S. (2020). Mathematical Definitions of
Scene and Scenario for Analysis of Automated Driving Systems in Mixed-Traffic
Simulations. IEEE Transactions on Intelligent Vehicles. [https://research.chal
mers.se/en/publication/521399]
Angerd, A. (2020). Approximation and Compression Techniques to Enhance
Performance of Graphics Processing Units. Doctoral Thesis. [https://research.
chalmers.se/en/publication/521610]
Aydin, M., Butun, I., Bicakci, K. & Baykal, N. (2020). Using Attribute-based
Feature Selection Approaches and Machine Learning Algorithms for Detecting
Fraudulent Website URLs. 2020 10th Annual Computing and Communication
Workshop and Conference, CCWC 2020. [https://research.chalmers.se/en/publi
cation/516529]
Bae, S., Jang, I., Gros, S., Adam Kulcsár, B. & Hellgren, J. (2020). A Game App
roach for Charging Station Placement Based on User Preferences and Crowded
ness. IEEE Transactions on Intelligent Transportation Systems. [https://resear
ch.chalmers.se/en/publication/520252]
Bagheri, E., Bagheri, A., Esteban, P. G. & Vanderborgth, B. (2020). A Novel
Model for Emotion Detection from Facial Muscles Activity. Advances in Intelli
gent Systems and Computing. [https://research.chalmers.se/en/publica
tion/521362]
Balouji, E., Bäckström, K. & Hovila, P. (2020). A deep learning approach to
earth fault classification and source localization. IEEE PES Innovative Smart
Grid Technologies Conference Europe. [https://research.chalmers.se/en/publica
tion/521106]
Balouji, E., Bäckström, K., McKelvey, T. & Salor, O. (2020). Deep-Learning-Ba
sed Harmonics and Interharmonics Predetection Designed for Compensating
Significantly Time-Varying EAF Currents. IEEE Transactions on Industry

External institutions that co-published three or more papers
with Chalmers researchers in 2020.

Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zürich (ETH)

9

University of Gothenburg

8

Malmö university

6

University of Liverpool

5

Technical University of Munich

5

Lund University

4

University of Cambridge

4

University of Manchester

4

Karlsruhe Institute of Technology

4

Duke University

3

Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST)

3

University of California

3

Beijing University of Technology

3

Mälardalens högskola

3

Nanyang Technological University

3

Royal Institute of Technology

3

Industrial partner, number of common publications
Volvo Cars

4

Ericsson

3

Zenuity AB

3

Alibaba Group Holding Limited

3

Mitsubishi Electric Research Laboratories

3

Sahlgrenska University Hospital

3

Peng Cheng Laboratory

2

Tencent

2

INRIA

2

Skåne University Hospital

2

Karolinska Institutet

2

RISE Research Institute of Sweden

2

Volvo Group

2

Disney Research |Studios
Eigenvision AB

2
2
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Applications. [https://research.chalmers.se/en/publication/519175]

in Bioinformatics). [https://research.chalmers.se/en/publication/521041]

Barat Ali, M., Yu-Hua Gu, I., Berger, M., Pallud, J., Southwell, D., Widhalm, G.,
Roux, A., Gomez Vecchio, T. & Store Jakola, A. (2020). Domain Mapping and
Deep Learning from Multiple MRI Clinical Datasets for Prediction of Molecular
Subtypes in Low Grade Gliomas. Brain Sciences. [https://research.chalmers.se/
en/publication/521208]

Chen, S., Ding, S., Srikar Muppirisetty, L., Karayiannidis, Y. & Bjorkman, M.
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SPHERE OF COLLABORATION:
CO-AUTHORS OF THE PAPERS PUBLISHED IN 2020.

AI PAPERS IN 2018

AI PAPERS IN 2019

The nodes represent an author from Chalmers departments, or external partners. The thickness of the nodes and lines indicate the number of common publications.
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